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THE OCCULT SIDE OF NATURE
Familiar categories and classifi

cations aside, every man should be 
aware that he lives in a dual, a triple, 
a quadruple world—a world which is 
none the less one and indivisible.

There is, first, the world as pictur
ed by the senses and the mind. Both 
these are eidolons, the phantom 
worlds oi phenomena, one internal 
and the other external to the waking 
human being.

Next, these two worlds exist within 
a third which cannot be predicated in 
terms of either, because beyond both 
though permeating them, controlling 
both because independent oi them 
the universe of Iaw-and-order, of 
cause-a i id-effect, oi a t tract i on-and- 
repulsion. This world neither acts nor 
is affected by action, neither creates, 
preserves, nor destroys anything or 
anyone. It is as invisible, intangible. 
¡Bipartite, as space—a world of spon
taneity everywhere being born and 
dying at every instant of lime, yet 
itself unborn, undying, a purely 
metaphysical absolute constant. It is 

to actions of every kind as substance 
is to form. In the one case we 
apply the abstract formula or symbol, 
‘'motion”, and in the other, “matter”.

Finally, there is the omnipresent 
inhabitant of the other three. 
Whether we use a religious symbol 
and call it the spirit, a philosophical 
and name it intelligence, a biological 
and speak of it as life, or express it 
scientifically as force or energy, it is 
all one— the anima mundi, the world
soul, the abstract basis of Being and 
beings, as eternity is of time, as sub
stance is of form, as motion is of 
action. Existence, small or great, con
scious, semi-conscious or unconscious, 
temporary or long-continued, is 
contingent upon all these four 
worlds. In the symbolism of all 
ancient peoples and cultures, so far 
as we have any record of them, the 
assumption of these four worlds and 
their containments is what is meant 
by and implicit in the theorem of 
“Orbs”. So universal is this con
ception, so basic its nature, so indis
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putable when understood, that one i< 
justified in calling it a theorem rather 
than a revelation, a theory or hy
pothesis, a belief or speculation.

Briefly stated, litis theorem posits 
seven " azure tran>pareni sphere> ", 
one " within " the other, all " in co- 
adunition but not m consub'tmiiiai- 
ily ", each and all the 'gene of i'm- 
iisponding manifestation, or inter
penetrating " influences t nder tiri.- 
theorem, in each sphere, from highest 
to lowest or the reverse, a relative 
condeimatiin: a. id rare fact ion goes on, 
so that a -ort of' "great circle" or 
plane of perception extends from an 
ob-erver in any of the spheres to the 
corresponding degree of the " fixed, 
mutable, and volatile modification'' " 
in all the other spheres. The interven
ing space h necessarily ciUiri a 
" plenum " or a " void ’’ according as 
the observer himself is in the higher 
or the lower spheres. Whether we 
see physically, or metaphysically, or 
spiritually, as we designate percep
tion, we tire observing on different 
planes, and localize separately or in 
combintit ions. Thus there arc. 
sentient 1 y. five pay deal senses known 
to and used by men in xarying de
gree', five mental scu^-s a- more or 
less recognized, and seven spiritual 
senses. The " mind " stands between 
the highest and lowest " >et " oi 
sense", mid 'O, h uniquely capable of 
double-refraction hc<idc' its own 
"characteristic property" the "sixth 
sense,"

In measure as a man reflects, me
ditates, concent rates or otherwise 
uses his mind for withdrawal from 
any given plane of perception, he i~ 
inimitably at the same time in transit 
to another, whether above or below 

his point of departure. If completely 
in the other plane on the de-cending 
scale, he lose> consciousness ol the 
anterior in successive gradations or 
limitations. Conversely, on the 
ascending arc he loses consciousness 
of the lower according to the degree 
of transfer of his power to perceive.

Between these planes of per
ception, or states of consciousness, 
are two inescapable facts to be con
sidered by him who would learn to 
live and act consciously in either, or 
to synthesize them all in one. Birst, 
there is a twilight zone, a dusk on the 
one side, coincident, with dawn on the 
other, as at the familiar sunrise and 
sunset, call it the "critical stage". 
Second, there is the actual " moment 
of occultation" on the one side of 
the horizon which separates one 
sphere from another, one " modifi
cation " from another within each 
sphere. This is " sleep " or " death " 
on the hither ^ide, but on the other 
the " awakening " or " birth ". This 
corresponds to the blind spot in the 
visual organ, or to what in aviation 
is already called the cone or silence 
in quite other than an auditory sense.

With the:-e primary concepts in 
mind, the student or devotee of any 
philosophy, science, religion, or other 
system, can soon begin to see for him
self that they all represent " modifi
cations" and will fie able to delect the 
peivading or principal combination 
of elements in each general or 
particular scheme, his own or any 
other. In measure as he pur-mes this 
process or modulus he will be enter
ing intelligently on the path of true 
Occultism. lie will lose hi' own 
affinity or partiality for any one of 
these " modifications "—-that is, he 
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will observe lor himself that while 
they differ exoterical I y they ha\e the 
same esoteric basm

When the seweral co i nick-rat ion-■ 
outlined are clothed by the student's 
own thought, reflection, and conduct, 
he will understand why it i< fie does 
not '■ remember” in this body the 
cycle of necessity travelled in 1 ormer 
bodies. And lie will understand wiry 
it is that the "lives” ithe cellular, 
crystalline, colloidal, molecular 
” beings” do ‘‘remember’', and 
what they are about in their own 
sphere far better than he knows his 
business here. On the other hand, 
his problems of life are manifold, 
more complicated than theirs. The 
analogy is to be found in every 
direction, but one will suffice as 
model : the new-born insect or 
animal is incomparably better equip
ped at the start in the struggle for life 
here than is the new-born child, but 
as existence continues, the animal or 
insect learns less and les-, the child 
more and more.

When this is sufficiently pondered, 
one will be able to realize why it is 
that we can no more see ahead than 
in retrospect with the ^imc clarity 
that we are enabled to visualize the 
” present " why our “ imagination ” 
is as mutable and volatile as our 
“ memory ”, Perhaps he will begin 
to seiwe that thought, memory and 
imagination are no more actual 
divisions in the mind than present, 
past and future are actual divisions 
of time or “ eternity ”, Memory and 
imagination are a " pair of op
posites ” whose nexus is thought, as 
past and future are the divergent lines 
from a common point (the observer! 
which enclose opposite angles of 

vision. We have no word in English 
to indicate the i unity of thought, 
memory and imagination, becau-e the 
concept itself has long been absent 
from WA-stern minds, Nor haw we 
specific psychological terms lor the 
other trinities in mental operations, 
as we have, say. in physics and 
mechanics.

This is not to be wondered at. nor 
many other unreckoned or unrec
ognized combinations of the elements 
oi objective, the principles of subject
ive perception and action in man and 
in nature. Our science is only a few 
hundred years old. our psychology as 
a distinct pursuit barely half a 
century. These children have still “ a 
lot to learn'' from their parents, re
ligion and philosophy, or by dearly- 
bought experience of their own. 
Religion and philosophy themselww 
as we know them, were once children, 
as our civilization is the descendant, 
of earlier and. for all we know, far 
higher spheres and modifications. 
Again, in this direction, the student 
of scriptures and philosophies far, far 
antedating our own or those of our 
parents, will soon find in them in
dubitable evidence that they till 
spring from one common Source- ■ 
sometimes called the 11 Mysteries ”, 
sometimes the “ Hermetic philos
ophy '’, sometimes “ Magic ”, and 
nowadays ‘‘Occultism”. Such men 
as. say, the long line of Zoroasters, 
Buddhas, Avataras, along with the 
more recent individual or deified In
carnations such as those of Muham
mad, Jesus and others, will be seen 
to be, one and all. great Beings from 
higher spheres who descended of their 
own will and wisdom to this one, but 
who. to reach us on our own level. 
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had to take on such “ modifications " 
as we (io and then regain their con
scious contact, ?r<w /his side, with 
those higher " azure transparent 
Orbs ”.

Mankind, too, came originally from 
those higher worlds, but has not yet, 
except in rare individual cases, re
gained what, for compiirativc pur
poses. may ire called the same waking 
consciousness of them that he has of 
this present " modification ” which 
envelops him. All are cogni-ant that 
although all men are of one kingdom 
or species. a> compared with the other 
partakers of the common nature, yet 
men differ greatly in " spiritual 
gifts” in what the Hindu.' have 
from time immemorial called the 
” four cades ”, There are, in fact, not 
four but six castes, so to say. For 
besides the four orthodox or main 
divisions, each with its many sub
divisions. there are two classes of 
“ outcastes ” which, strange to say, 
represent the extremes of the " pairs 
of opposites”—those above all caste 
distinctions, and .those outside the 
pale. Westerners may smile or sneer 
at these distinctions. Yet, looked at 
dispassionately, who can doubt that 
moral, mental, psychical and social 
castes and outcastes (of both kinds' 
exist and have always existed, in the 
West as in the East ? Two relatively 
moderate distinctions do, however, 
exist. In the East is greater honesty 
on the subject than in the West : in 
the West, because caste divisions 
are not rigidly enforced, it is 
easier for an individual to rise 
from one caste to another. Apply
ing the theorem to human beings jn 
general, as apart from racial and 
creedal ” modifications ”, they will be 

lound to come under more intelligible 
designations. One might express these 
m this fashion :

■: 1 ; Those men whose outlook on life 
and conduct is phi Empirical, irrespective 
of t heir particular philosophy.

(2.! Those in whom predominates 
the religious nature or instinct, regard
less of their lehgion.

(Hi Those whose natural tendency is 
not merely to take sides or fight on 
whichever side they may be, but who 
stand for law and order, as well as con- 
cpiest. whether of nature or of self, whe
ther in or out of any special umloiin.

(4j Those whose highest conception 
is that of give and take, live and let. live, 
no matter what business they may be 
engaged in.

(51 Tlie great, majority, "those 
whose natural disposition is to serve", 
as the Ij/irigmaid Gila puts it. apart from 
whom or what they serve.

(bl Those who lead parasite lives, 
no matter how they prey or on whom 
they subsist, or what their " coloration ",

Once attention is directed to the 
subject, "the confusion of cartes" is 
everywhere observable. East and 
West, and more among the highly 
civilized than among aboriginal 
peoples. The psychological facts 
seen, two great and absorbing ques
tions arise spontaneously. What 
caused them in general ? What 
caused them in particular ? To 
the first problem there is no other 
solution than the theorem of Karma ; 
to the second, no other solution than 
the theorem of Reincarnation.

Those who push their introspection 
thus far will need no one to tell them 
they are face to face with “ human 
nature" stripped of all speciousness 

and the "likeness" is unmistak
able. Will they fall back in the haste 
of affright, once more to clothe them
selves in the habiliment^ of carie, or
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will they go on'J With the first 
ca>e, this chart lug no concern, but 
is offered to every would-be ad
venturer into " the astral world ",

The word ‘astral" is, fittingly, a 
dubious word in itself. It means an 
unknown light, dim, uncertain, easily 
obscured. It means a substance 
or state of substance that partakes 
more of the nature of forces 
than matter, as known to us, allergic 
rather than energic. It means a state 
or condition of consciousness that, 
if entered from one direction becomes 
the servant of the wise, but ii entered 
from the opposite becomes the master 
of the ignorant and wisdom and 
ignorance in that region bear conno
tations of which the learned and flic 
mighty of this world know no more 
than a child or a foolish man. In a 
word, it i- the "critical" point 
between viability here and viability 
in either a higher or a lower " Orb ", 
in higher or lower “ modifications ", 
than any known to this world as it is, 
or to human nature as at present con
stituted albeit an element in both, 
whether in the fixed, the mutable, or 
the volatile state of either. Men are 
awake to this sphere, asleep both to 
the ones above and ones below as 
inhabited worlds. Interpose between 
waking and sleeping the intermediate 
two-way (luxation called dreaming 
- and you have the analogy and 
correspondence for the astral world. 
Analogy and correspondence are the 
only intelligible means of description 
or direction possible to be employed 
to the men of this world by men of 
the higher worlds who know it'hal 
they are talking about. Whatever 
the emblems, symbols, personifi
cations, parables employed, all are 

Occult, all esoteric as well as exoteric 
in meaning. Between what we know 
and what we do not know there is 
no hard and fast line, but only a 
fading out of sight or coming into it. 
Dream-state applies to this, too, and 
the language of metaphor is precisely 
the language of communication, the 
astral counterpart of the yea and 
nay of nature and of wisdom—both 
ways,

A large and ever-growing class of 
men and minds is already loose from 
its moorings in one or another of the 
harbours of the established order of 
things here. They have no charts 
nor compass whether of past or 
future ; they are actually helpless as 
a blind man is, or a dreaming man, 
whether as regards the astral world 
or what may lie above or below its 
treacherous vortices unless they re
read the record of the book of life, 
re-evaluate their own understanding 
of it, in the zodiacal light of corres
pondence and analogy. Who, among 
all those attracted by the phos
phorescence of the Occult, ever 
seriously questions his own motives, 
his own moral, mental, psychic 
stamina for such a venture ? Who 
takes into account the law of Karma, 
the process of Reincarnation, even as 
accessible in literature or visible in 
the life around him ? W'ho among 
them is able to steer a true course 
here? Who has the "sixth sense” 
enough awake to tell true from false 
or erroneous here, where contrast and 
comparison are, so to say, thrust 
upon him at every instant ?

A modicum of observation of 
human nature at large, and of self
examination will quickly show how 
rare a tiling it is to find any one 
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intentionally engaged in self-study 
and self-discipline in their most 
ordinary meaning. Many men are 
capable of " meditation with a seed *’ 
and its corresponding “ power of 
concentration/’ but that is induced, 
not under the control of the will. Like 
a rich man who owns much wealth, 
the truth is that it possesses him. 
Like a man of power, the power 
possesses him. Wealth and power in 
our day as jn ancestral eras, far more 
often than not are burdens or intoxi
cants to their possessors. In the 
Occult meaning of power and wealth, 
rare are those who arc in control of 
their senses and their minds, sure of 
their motives. The best of them arc 
able merely to <et up certain 
conditions, external and internal, 
whereby certain results will ensue. 
This is the method of Western 
Science and of Eastern Yoga. We 
observe only the successes, not the 
failures, whether in results or upon 
the individuals thus engaged. Yet 
every one knows or can learn that the 
destiny of families, communities, 
nations, civilizations, is bound up. 
embodied, one might say, in the 
careers of the very, very small 
number of “ leading spirits good or 
bad, from generation to generation, 
from century to century'. Is the out
look for Western civilization so 
charming that we should regard 
these leading spirits as authentic 
guides here or. earth ? Is the existing 
condition of Eastern cultures so 
fascinating that we should become 

pupils of the hundred-and-one brands 
of yoga, in our thirst to enter ” the 
land of the Occult ” ?

It should not be necessary to make 
the marginal notation that these re
marks are intended neither to 
comment invidiously on any man or 
anything that he holds dear, nor to 
discourage any one's disposition to 
ask, to read, to learn, in the Occult 
sense. They arc meant simply to put 
every such aspirant on his own voir 
dire, his own bona fides, his own 
competency to judge himself, his 
would-be teacher and instructions. 
Long ago IL P. Blavatsky put in 
print a statement, the truth of which 
anyone can verify for himself merely 
by pausing to observe history and the 
flux of life to-day. She said :

Even the students of Occultism, though 
some of them have moic archaic MSS. 
and direct teaching to rely upon, find it 
difficult to draw a line of demarcation 
between the Sodaks of the Kight Path 
and those of the Left..

Many good, able, sincere men will 
be found giving their devotion to 
some one or another of the hundreds 
of schools representing one and 
another of the modifications of one 
and another of the Occult arts and 
sciences. The Path of Occultism, the 
Path between ‘'the seven azure 
transparent Orbs”, is one and the 
same for the devotees of “ White ” 
Magic or “Black”, but one should 
reflect that it can be travelled in 
either oi two opposite directions. 
Many devotees do not themselves 
know which way they are headed.
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| Professor George I’. Conger of Hie University of Minnesota ( U.S.A, j is a 

ewer of India and cur readers will remember his essay in our issue of November 
1935 Towaid I 'nderstanding 1 nd in.” lie is (lie author oi a very remarkable 
volume which all students ol mystic philosophy and occultism should petuse-- 
The World of F.pitomP(itio>is. : .1 Study of the Philosophy of the Sciettees reviewed 
m cur patres in August 1932. During his visit to India in 1934 he came to recognize, 
what many sons and daughleis of the Motherland do nut; that "more and more 
clcaily. it seems to be a mistake to attempt to Westernize India Professor Conger 
has been busy preparing another volume which he tells us “ will devi lop the 
‘ microctmnic ' theories of which \w have spoken " ; it is io be called The 1'nity of 
lhe Faiths of which the following will be a chapter. We are indebted to our friend 
lor giving Ttm Aryan Path an opportunity to publish it. For the advantage 
of Theosophical sludcr.ts as well a< enquirers we arc adding a few footnotes giving 
references from authentic Theosophical texts. Eos. |

Occultism gets its name from its 
interest in ‘the hidden’. 'Pho term 
covers a wide variety of beliefs and 
practices, some of which have little or 
nothing to do with religion. Occult
ism is best described when it. is con
trasted with what in tile West may be 
called ordinary science and religion ; 
it accepts as authentic reports of 
occurrences which, although they are 
often regarded in the East as not very 
unusual, are quite generally rejected 
in the We<t as fantastic. Occultism 
continue- to study such alleged occur
rences. insisting that some of its 
results arc of religious importance. 
Historically lhe chief sources of 
occultism are in ancient India 
and Egypt. There are notable con
tacts with the Greek world in the 
Orphic mysteries, with Judaism in 
the Gabala, with early Christianity 
in Gnosticism, and with the modern 
world in Theosophy. Occultism has 
been in some respects like a thread, 
running through most of the world’s 
religions or dose to them, and helping 
to bind them together. Philosophi
cally it has much in common 

with mysticism, supernaturalism and 
idealism.

In obtaining its alleged knowledge, 
occultism often professes to use 
methods which go beyond the ordi
nary working of the ‘ five ’ senses. 
Abnormal results are obtained by the 
aid of meditation or concentration, 
sometimes so intensified that it be
comes hypnosis and trance. Some
times the occultist's knowledge is like 
the my-tic’s intuitive insight, a matter 
of immediate apprehension. Where 
the alleged knowledge is analyzed it is 
often said to be clairvoyant, as if 
objects were seen at distances or 
through barriers too great for ordi
nary sight, or as if events- which have 
occurred in the paA or are about to 
occur in the future were discerned 
as present. Again, lhe occult knowl
edge is said to come by telepathy, 
the transfer of perceptions or ideas 
from one mind to another without the 
medium of language or ordinary 
communication, hess frequently the 
occultists trace their knowledge to 
clairaudience, the hearing of sounds 
beyond the ordinary range, or to 
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telekinesis, the transport inti of mate
ria] objects by extraordinary passage 
through space.*

Occult cosmology portrays an 
elaborately structured universe. In 
some rather archaic forms of occult
ism the key to this structure is seen 
in the relations of the male and female 
sexes ; in other forms the universe is 
understood in terms not so much 
biological as psychological, and mind, 
or something like mind, is regarded as 
more fundamental and important 
than matter. Mod often there is a 
sequence or a hierarchy, at least 
vaguely describable in mental terms. 
Occultism often shares the ancient 
doctrine of the Logos, familiar in the 
West in the adaptation of it used in 
the first chapter of the Gospel of John 
to interpret the incarnation. In 
general, the Logos i< the reasonable
ness of the world, the property 
whereby the world can be understood 
or described in intelligible language. 
This property expresses itself in the 
inherent reasonableness of particular 
things and the ideal possibilities of 
man's rational nature, so that even if 
the world is not actually a vast Mind, 
it is a system in which minds like 
ours can develop and can at least 
begin to comprehend what is around 
and above them. The cosmos is 
pictured in many divisions and sub
divisions, in which favourite numbers 
like three and seven constantly recur. 
In occult cosmology, special impor

tance i< ascribed to the planets, 
whether they arc the planets known 
to astronomy or not. Each planet 
is pictured as existing in a 'chain' 
or sequence consisting of a number of 
successive ‘spheres ’ or stages of 
development, named globes.! These 
stages are marked by different densi
ties of the atoms of the planet ; in the 
more rarefied stages of its sequence a 
planet is ‘spiritual' and in the denser 
stages, material. Sometimes a planet 
is said to go in cyclic fashion through 
its sequences, in what is called a 
‘ round '.

Corresponding in microcosmic fash
ion to the stages of development of 
planets are certain kingdoms of na
ture, including the mineral, vegetable 
and animal, and certain ‘ planes ’ 
and ‘bodies' which particularly 
mark the development of human 
personalities in each planet. These 
planc< are not places, hut states of 
consciousness. They do not exclude 
one another, but interpenetrate. They 
are discerned clairvoyantly by re
sponse to their characteristic vibra
tions. In the physical plane a 
person has the physical body, but 
even the physical body is permeated 
by its finer ‘astral double'. whose 
mysterious sense organs are said to 
lie certain ‘ chakras' or plexuses, dis
tributed from the top of the head to 
the pelvis. Besides this, there arc 
several other ' bodies each of which 
exercises special functions.:

' To really underst ;md tile psyebo-pb.ilosi iphy K ot'cul’.isn.l it is nivi-ssary tn keeii 
in mind whal. if B. Blavatsky di'scribo as " die i11ndanirntal [in>jtosilit>ns of the Oriental 
philosophy." The-i. are te-ri in niin’b-r and are eiw.-n in th: l.'miiitil II. y>. 5it7 it
si 7. kns.

I Sir Sd/ii Diirhim ]. p. trn 1! asjieeial!y the di;ram on p. 17?. Elis.
T Cl. Smd Dintii>i< 1. 157. 1; is importaui lo htoi in mitid that Astral Body is

>int Emotional Body. Astral is l.nwhti lEE. : Kanm desires, L'ei-1 iups and emotions doc-; 
not assume a form or Ruf'u till ntli'f lite death <it lite physical body. 11, V. Blavatsky has 
stressed the point that " the word ' fiiip::.' however. is a misnomer. Kania has no ii<l>a 
during file. Aller death the rupa is iormvd. . '-Ebs.
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In each globe a number of succes
sive races and sub-races are said u.> 
lx developed. Our own place in 
earth history is somewhere in the 
midst of this series 0 be lore u-. were 
the Lemurians and the inhabitants 
oi the lost continent oi Atlantis, and 
after us will be far more wonder!m 
beings. Any individual, ii in suc
cessive incarnations he manages to 
complete hrs course of development 
in one stage of a planet's history 
moves on to the next stage, ever 
progressing till final emancipation is 
attained. This development of per
sonality. viewed over several stages 
and planets, resembles a tide with 
a succession of waves. Ail these 
teachings arc imparted by the aid of 
metaphors and an extensive use of 
diagram symbols.

In common with super naturalism, 
occultism pictures the world as devel
oping under intelligent guidance, but 
if there is any one Supreme Intelli
gence for occultism it is, like the 

Birst Being for Plotinus, all but lost 
in the vast cosmic mists.r

Subordinate intelligences exist in 
myriads and are found in all grades 

-planetary spirits, guardian spirits 
for various parts of nature and for 
individual men, and even minor 
beings like fairies, elves, sylphs and 
the like. The alleged data of psy
chical research concerning messages 
from the spirits of deceased persons 
are accepted by occultism only in 
very rare cases, and are accorded a 
rather incidental place, as there are 
so many intelligences or spiritual and 
semi-spiritual beings. Somewhere in 
the hierarchy of spiritual beings 
places can be found for the deities 
of various religions, and practically 
all the myths of the world's folklore 
can if necessary be accommodated. 
In charge of the teaching of occultism 
there are said to be adepts or 
Masters, who are sometimes repre
sented as living in the fastnesses of 
Tibet t and communicating their

■ Sir '/'In- Sirnt 11. 131. Eds.
T Titf b'rrr-i-/ Ourlrii;- 1. 279-3(1 ''admits ;i I.cr.i- or :i r<s:i-e.1 ivr. ' Creator'

oi rim I Diverse ; a inin lite scnsi- win n os sjn a'-,-- of an ' .\r<bi’ec! ’
as tile ' Creator of ar) edil.ce, whereas that Arihiteci figs never touched one store' of 
in l)ill, wliili- 1 urtiishiug tin: plan. left all tile manual labour to (lie masons ; in our case 
tile plan was 1 urnjshcd by the Ideation o! the I’nivt'isu, and the coiisi.tiielive labour was 
jell, to the Hosts oi the mie'ligittl Powers mid I'iiicv.-. lint that D-. is no
pirsotiai deity, i.c., an irnpiTlicl < xhii-i nsinir «<>d bm <mlv the of tin- Itiivan-
Cholians and the other iorcis.” Again see Ibid I. 33. " The Au-iu ■: Dliy<i>i-C!;olin>is} are
die collective hosts oi spiritual beings the Angelic Hosts of Chris! ianilv, the Elohim 
and 'Messengers' oi the Jews who are rhe vehicle lor (he manifestation of the divine 
or universal thought and will. They ore tin- I nt el I i-o 11 b'oivi s thm give to and cmu'i 
in Nature her 'laws,’ while themselves acting according !o k'.w-- imposed upon tin m 
in a similar manner by stilt higher Powers; bill they are not 'the person il lent ions' oi 
the ¡towers ol Nature, as erioneously thought. 'I his hielarihv oi spiritual Beings, through 
which the Umvcr-ai mind comes into afliiiti. i-. Ime mi' a;my ;i ' Host,' truly by 
means ol which the lighting power oi a nation mi.nil'esis itst-lt. and which is Composed of 
army corp--. divisions, brigaci.:.-, regiments, and so mrdi. i-aili e. i<h iis separaie indi vicinal - 
ity or life, and its limited iretdom oi action and Itmiled rc.-potisibiIitie-: : each contained in 
a larger individuality. to which iis own interests tire subservient, mid cadi containing 
leaser individiitiht nm ilsell. i hus ’lie T.H-o-riphift'l ( »iiixiiitra oi the Logos is no; 
a Being ext ra-eo-ma' ruler of Hi- imneise; but a o. licet is i ol intelligences, Eds.

J Not altogether. Writes II. 1’. Blavatsky in ims Cur, ¡¡rd I. 17. ' Travellers have 
met these adepts on tile shores of the sacred Ganges, brushed against them in the silent 
ruins of Thebes, and in the mysterious deserted chambers oi Luxor. Within tfie halls 
upon whose blue and golden vaults the weitd signs attract attention, but whose secret 
meaning is never penetrated by the idle gtizers, dmy have been seen but seldom recognized.
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teachings by telepathy.
The goal ot occuilism is that its 

adherents should progress a.- far it.' 
possible., through successive plane- 
and incarnations, toward adepislup. 
i-'or this long eiTort, medhaiitm 
;s regarded a? of primary impor
tance. Tile personality i- progres
sively unified and adapted to ! I it 
higher and more spiritual life. 
Often thi? prove.-s leads to icnTed 
relmemenl ci hanim mid manner.. 
Oiieii it includes restrictiom- io diei. 
as in vegetariani-m. Occa-ionally. 
as in the Yogic pracdcv- of Hindu
ism, breathing and older bodily 
function- are ■idceded io urm-tial 
and spectacular control." Occuili-m 
may easily lead to asceticism. 
Occult isi groups often prole?- to 
guard ihcir : acrel.- mill the mmiiliiil- 
ed. and scoiu to make any 
unworthy tix of tneir alleged poo. ¡.a s. 
.it the -'lime nme nicy warn oiit<idc'- 
again-t meddling with occult fore;-: ; 
these are -aad r;5 be dangerous ii 
employed without proper ¡n-tructioa 
from authorized teacher-.

Among the ¡iim-ieligiou? form- m' 
occultism alchemy i no long been 
famoti-. v'.pvciv.lly a- the preewr-or 
of chemidry. Other members of the 
curious group include astrology, 
palmistry, phiy iiologj and numerel-

11 ISO >fn:e i ;?>1 r - L.iAi’ lr<< >rdi<i iin ir :>it- 
ien ri '¡'san i r i -.1 (isiae v. Thi \ brwi- i>e- n <
iitiiiw <>( ihi- linn: Sahara,'in in tbi- rwe 
w hi.: u. bn! muse l :li-ii)sewi-s kiiowi) onlv tn 1 
Win. villi ;:w in:’ jiiii h I.) b:.cP1.1 

' fiu'b 11. p. likiViiisO and W. Q.
owi-i s wry in rail inns in nmiily a:iti me 

i i li-Ciu l'n-i mimi be nodi- bo wit 
Alrheniy. Aslrulwiy. C1!iaiinaiiv\ : H. I'. ■ 
let’.m llie tnw relnier) in which the Ocnll 1 
between ibe two." mid defines tnie Occn! 
nnroiidilimiailv anil is>s>liiinly, in thniiiibl 
hi:!! whn iirnrli-S•• :: ent <>l <"l I'lA’.l:<m “1 
liiTiiseif. bnt tor the smrld, he lives.' as -non i; 
}■(!«(■/ oi Ofiullisni p. Tt 1 ■■ ■■ lilts.

ogy ;i these attempt to discern past 
or luturc events by consulting data 
which are regarded by their critic? 
as quite irrelevant. To explain the 
percentage of more or les-' accurate 
"hits' marie by those who work in 
these occult arts, the critic? some
times make charge- oi fraud. Where 
oils is out of tire question, they .-ay 
that sitters o;; cheats them-cive- oi'lea 
imwittiiigiy give cities ic -ug^est 
answers to their own questions ; or 
dial ihe occultists’ statements a:e so 
general that they may be applied io 
almost u'iy person or .-ituaii'.m mid 
¡war mum ciiTerent jnlerpretalioii- : 
oi that of course '’erne int- will lie 
due to pure chaiice coincide!a.v-.

Important criticism? of tin- other 
form? of occulti-m are directed 
tigain-'i both its methods am! its con
tent. In the first piace T its
methods, whether valid or not, arc- 
difiicuii. Comparatively lew persons 
in tile VW'ievn world ace willing to 
subject tliem-elve? to -ucli rigorous 
discipline, to secure result- which 
they regard a- dubious. Bur even (.2 ; 
-upporitig the method?- are devotedly 
pursued, they are. by the veiy fact ot 
suck devotion, open to the dangers ol 
sugge-tion, especially of auto-sugges
tion, The human nervous ry-tem i- 
exceedingly complicated and deli cate 

wtkv in llw hi ¡liianlly ilhimiinilid el
•: min til ered amii oil itii1 aiiri anti di - s > I :i l.t.: 
s <if Hcplw.nta. Tbr-y inav bi- luinid evury- 
Iki-u who have ciivoiet.i 1 heir ]ivu< w laisc-lhsh 

¡b>.
Ulliw loi-.l. s:\ll: vaimnLi-- IISHIS-I b -.. I ll i I i 11i; 

mill in-.-il: 11. III.-.
r, Ociu!? i-ii w.c liw ik'inil -in- -mi: is 

[ >1a v;i i ski t iL'iirii:: irn ds ih-r siueem to "first 
-cii'twes stand ic> Ocrultisni. ::nd the ridfi'ivni'i.i 
'.¡sth ;i? " l tic.- ' Groll Ri'inintvil i-mi til SH1.!-’,’ 
io hi urliw. It is v i .Tin i is si. mid it throws 
ihe I iiiir: ; iS i:V livirw aiti'i,-. thiT. .Wt Int

is he has pledged hirrist'l! to the work."' ( Raja- 
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and, especially under physiological 
sisalr; or effort, can only with great 
difficulty if at all distinguish ideas 
which are grounded iu authentic 
fashion in the outer world irom ideas 
arming from within.

As regards the content oi occultism 
(Si it is said by its criucs to be loo 
primitive, and to go altogether too iar 
in its support of ancient myth; and 
magics. If occultism bows to this 
criticism and points to teaching?; more 
favoured in biter Western civilizations, 
'■i ? it is still regarded as too remote, 
fantastic, and improbable. In short. 
Western science has been too much 
occupied witli other matters to sub
mit to Hie occult disciplines or to be 
much interested in occult doctrines. 
Such doctrines are at their best 
regarded as imaginary overtones and 
at their worst as naive or ba~e super
stitions. A minor but sometimes 
potent objection is that (51 both the 
method; and the content of occultism 
are frequently presented in Oriental 
terminology which is very hard to 
correlate with Western theories about 
mind and the world.

To these criticisms the occultists 
are able to reply (1 i that their 
methods, after all, are empirical ; 
occultists depend upon experience, 
just a> Western scientist; do, and 
they invite empirical tests. Their 
severe discipline is for them, the 
counterpart of rigorous and special
wed -cientiik training. As regard-'- 
suggestion 2:, no one need try to 
avoid it. either when ii. come; Lorn 
others or when it comes from one's 
self. In fact, any one of us would be 
isolated and lost without both kinds 
of suggestion, The point is, not that 
one should avoid suggestions, but 

that one should avoid wrong sugges
tions. And the question as to which 
suggestions are the wrong ones is 
hard for any man, whether he is a 
scientist or not. to answer. The 
crilicum (hat occultism lead?; to 
views which are primitive may mean 
only id i that it runs true io human 
nature, but even if it is admitted as a 
tor.' criticism. it does not exhaust tiw 
content of occultism for in many 
esoteric doctrines occultism reache; 
far beyond the primitive. The charge 
that occult doctrines are remote, 
fantastic, or improbable can easily 
bring ( I; a counter-charge of scienti
fic dogmatism. After all. who know~ 
where the proper limits of scientific 
data are ? The data on transmuta
tion of (he element?;, the principle of 
indeterminacy and, according to some 
reports, the results of experiments on 
telepathy and clairvoyance, suggest 
that meh limits have in the past been 
too narrowly fixed, and that the 
sciences ought to be more than ever 
faithful to their ideal of an open mind 
and a free field for hypothesis, obser
vation and experiment, even where 
the content of all three is unusual and 
unexpected. If it comes to a critical 
discussion or verification and proof, 
it. turns out that any critic, from 
bocke and Hume to the logical posi
tivists and beyond, can if he cares to 
do so, entangle himself in strictures 
about our alleged knowledge until 
eithv!' lie cannot move a mental 
muscle, or else at best can engage 
only in a kind of mental gymnastics 
rather than work. If the game of 
criticism i< pui-ued to its bitter end. 
we get nowhere, and we do not even 
recognize the status which we have. 
Why then should we take critical 
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philosophies seriously? The occult
ists do not kiiow much aboth >g'h 
investigations or. if they know, they 
do not worry about them. For (lie 
one rea<cn or the other, in the "West 
they have had the coinage to cham
pion wnie unpopular view- of the 
world and ul man.

Willi regard to : ; the oriental
isms, occultism regards these as inci - 
dental, and can point to the fact that 
all languages and all translations are 
to some degree iiiconimeiwiarabie. 
Moreover, even supposing that much 
of tiie content of occultism laid tn he 
discounted for oriental, as for primi
tive modes of thought, we should Hill 
have to allow [or at least a> much 
occultism as is corroborated by 
Western empirical method'-. Such 
methods have not availed to wilvage 
primitive animisms or magics, anti it 
is not accurate to my that they have 
substantiated alchemy (since trans
mutation for alchemy was only a 
step towards the magic of tile pliilos- 
opher’s stone'. It. however, modern 
scientific methods authenticate occa
sional instancei: of clairvoyance and 
telepathy, this mean- that something 
of the method of occultism mint be 
recognized : who knows, ihen. what 
will happen with Hie content ? We 
shall find plenty of examples, too, 
where philosophies of religion which 
are in higher favour m the We-t are 
open to criticism- from, emowigists.

Of special importance is a doctrine 
which in the history of thought has 
sometime' been called occult, but 
which occultimi really shares with 
many other sy,-tems. The ancient 
and widespread theories of significant 
correspondences“ between the macro
cosm, or great world, the universe, 
and the microcosm, or little world, 
usually identified with man, should 
not be ha-lily dismissed as tanciful 
until (hey have been subjected to 
empirical examination. The possibil
ity begins to appear that the old 
Hermetic adage " As above, so be
low ” may be freed of its superstition 
and its supernaturalism and made an 
index to a more modern arid tenable 
view of the place of man in the 
universe.

Apart from such possible restate
ments, the occult appears to be a 
more or le-s permanent penumbra of 
the circle of sciences ordinarily visible 
for Western minds. From the point 
of view of such minds, much of the 
penumbra seems very obscure and 
doubtful, but the easy judgment, that 
(here is nothing to it is probably best 
recast into the statement that what
ever there is. if anything, is lor the 
time being and in the West conveni
ently neglected. But a philosophy 
able to meet all issues ought to have 
some means of accommodating light 
from any direction, if any light comes.

George P. Conger

h Wriies W. Q. Jiidye : '' J’lii- betmi-lii phii<st;[i?is brld 11ml rwi is r: copy of 
the l!is-nlf-r iinivi rv ; lhat he i- ;i litlii- univcr-e in liiin-t'K. mv- rnetl by (hi- -win1 Jaws 
tts ; Is yis.il on;, and ¡:i :bi- -web of a hviwtri la lap -howirw T1 ihosi t we; 111 ■
laws in operation. only rertiii'eci in linn- w -.'.w-.p. This ;; nit- 1o which H. IJ. Hlavnisky 
atl-tere-. ami which is hinnd innnini; :hrnnyh ril! the imiiW. nty-teries and initiations.'' 
it,'. A. 7'. P'lia.tiiil. t Xu. 3. j). co. Ct. I. p. 177 : " Everythini; in
the l’lliver-e billows ant; lost'.’. ' As above -li below : Xi.'i!’. is the linctocosni til the I niversc.
That whir!) takes place on'the spiritual p'.'iiw wpiat- im;!‘ mil tile Cosmic plane. Concre- 
tinii billows the 'ices ci ab.siraciioii : ctirw-poiniimt w the highest must be the lowest ; 
the material to the spinttial." The anllior <4 (bis arllclc- is an able expounder of the 
Law nt Correspondence and Analogy. Lus,
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Culturally. India is one and 
indivisible. Oppressed by India's 
vast distances, different scripts and 
different, languages, some fail to see 
that the Indian culture is not hetero
geneous. Throughout the country, 
between the second and the tenth 
centuries, to go no further back, 
folklore came to be woven into San
skrit literature and a new homoge
neous literature came into being. 
Writers in tile Local literatures tried 
to reach the heights of Sanskrit clas
sical tradition. Students of Sanskrit 
brought down its beauties into the 
language of the people. In every 
province folklore was translated into 
Sanskrit and Sanskrit literature was 
adopted into the provincial languages. 
All over India the general culture was 
the same, the art forms differed little 
and the outlook on life was similar. 
This unit;' of culture became clearer 
by being shaped through Sanskrit.

About the tenth century new forces 
were born. Prakrit and Apabhransa 
became dead languages. Real life tried 
to express itself through the language 
of the masses and thus the provincial 
literatures came into existence. 
Bhagavat Dharma inilt.ienced all liter
atures in the country. The culture 
and all the literatures became leaven
ed by bhakti (devotion). The songs 
of the Bhaktas became the heritage 

of the whole country. Chaityanya, 
Ramanuja, Madhva, Vallabha, Mira, 
Xarsi, Soordas, Tulsidas, Eknath and 
Tukaram, the literary apostles of the 
age, were inspired by one outlook and 
made the foundations of unity 
stronger. I aider their influence the 
local languages quickened. The tradi
tions of Sanskrit and Prakrit litera
tures were forgotten. A new litera
ture sought to reacquire beauty 
through the provincial languages.

On the other hand, as Pandits and 
Puranics, not satisfied with the liter
ature of their own province, sought 
inspiration from the Mahabharata, 
the liamayaita, the Pttrana.s, transla
tions and adaptations created a new 
literary tradition. Again the warp of 
folk-literature was laid on the weft of 
Sanskrit literature and a new literary7 
impulse sprang up. When there is the 
impact of an outside literature upon 
our own, a revulsion of feeling 
against our own literary tradition 
inspires literary men to serve the 
traditions and ideals of the new 
literature. In doing so they bring to 
their own literature a new wealth of 
vocabulary, idioms and images. A 
mixture of the two purifies and en
riches taste ; words and images be
come varied ; and a new literature is 
born.

In the nineteenth century Indian 
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imagination came into contact with 
the culture and the. literature of Eng
land and literary men sought inspi
ration from Victorian Romanticism. 
Poetry became subjective ; poet' pre
ferred love themes to bhakti. .Narra
tive became emancipated from metre ; 
novels took the place of Pa Sintis. 
Drama under the inspiration ot 
Shakespeare became popular. The 
old literature was looked down upon, 
and English literary traditions 
became the fa-hion. Yet, simulta
neously in every province Sanskrit 
attracted greater attention ; new 
schools sprang up which looked 
to Sanskrit alone for inspiration, 
language became rich and clastic 
under the influence of Kalidas 
and Rana, whose works domi
nated the imaginative effort s of 
rising literary men. Then came 
synthesis. The traditions of 
English and Sanskrit literatures were 
blended to produce the new provincial 
literatures. In most of the languages 
novels and lyrics are now cast in the 
same respective moulds. Novels in the 
beginning exhibited a curious mtw- 
mixture of Scott. Lytton and Rana. 
Bankimchandra's novels, the product 
of this conjoint influence, led to 
similar creative efforts in all 
languages. Tagore's poems have 
created distinctive schools every
where. Mahatmaji'- writings have 
infused into every language a 
tradition of self-control and of 
proportion, and in the fire of nation
alism even provincial differences have 
begun to disappear.

Language, however, is integral to 
the problem of cementing and 
expressing India’s basic cultural 
unity. Gujarati, Marwari and Rajas

thani have evolved from Western 
Rajasthani, which, in its turn, 
descended from Sauraseni Apa- 
bhransa. This family is closely 
allied with the Hindi spoken in 
Behar, t he Punjab and Or i s.ui, 
Marathi and Gujarati are ckr-ely 
allied, as are Bengali, IIindi and 
Gujarati. The Dravidian languages 
are all closely related and contain 
a large element of Sanskrit. 
Kannada. Telugu and Malayalam 
have so large a Sanskritic element 
that in Devanagari script they could 
be understood in some measure by 
all Indians who -peak the languages 
of the Sanskritic family--some five- 
sevenths of the population.

The unity which underlie- all these 
languages is created by their common 
Sanskritic element and if that element 
is given its due predominance in 
Hindi it will serve as a medium for 
literary exchange. I see no reason 
why we should be afraid of emphasis
ing this common Sanskritic element. 
Our provincial languages would have 
neither richness nor beauty if the 
Sanskritic elements were eliminated. 
'This is not a question of wntiment 
but of fact. if I want to express 
beauty or higher thought through 
one of our languages I must draw 
upon the resources of Sanskrit. 
English words would be entirely 
unfamiliar to my audience. I could 
not use Persian or Arabic words 
because I do not know them. The 
only way open is to use Sanskrit 
words familiar to me and to my 
audience. Artificial attempts to 
Sanskritize our language must be 
given up but there is no need 
to eliminate words which have 
become current or are iwcessm''.
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Every language has two forms, one 
for common intercourse, the other 
lor expressing high efforts of thought. 
The first form should be such as ali 
can understand ; the second must 
stimulate imagination. Words used 
in everyday intercourse have their 
:iwii expressiveness and give piquancy 
to style, but you cannot create great 
literature with the linguistic resources 
of folklore. You cannot compose the 
Giia-Gai’bida in the language in 
which iiiaiichar is written, hoik
literature is based on the materials of 
actual iile ; pure literature is inspired 
by a creative faculty rich in imagina
tion. The difference between folklore 
and great literature which embodies 
beauty is fundamental. It is the 
din'erence between the medium of 
common intercourse and that of 
artistic expression : between the folk
songs of Sliakutiiala. on which the 
story in the Mahabharata r- based, 
and that quintessence of beauts' ■ the 
Shakuniaia of Kalidas. Great litera
ture and iE language are not for the 
bazar. To the common mind they 
wii I al way.- remain unfathomable. 
.\ot evert' ma>on can build a Taj 
?»Iahal, You cannot build a Taj 
.Mahal for every viLlage. And if we 
want to Euiid a literary Taj Mahal 
through our provincial or national 
language and to make its beauty 
enduring we cannot do without the 
lovely marble quarried from Sanskrit 
literature.

A bitter controversy has been 
raging in the Tnited Provina-- 
hetween protagonists of Sanskritic 
Hindi and ol' I’erdamzed f’rdu. The 
qiA-bioi’; can be summed up thus ;

i 1 i Hindi and Erdti arc not 
different languages. Leaving aside 

the small educated section, the United 
Provinces speak one language in 
which the Sanskrit, Persian and 
iocal elements vary. He who uses 
a huger proportion of Persian words 
is said to speak Urdu ; he who use> 
a larger proportion of Sanskritic or 
local words is said io speak Hindi. 
'Hie man in the street uses the words 
common to ordinary intercourse, 
irrespective of their source. Census 
officers Ayle this language Hindu
stani ; the Hindus, Hindi ; and the 
.Muslims. Urdu.

(2) For centuries Hindi-Hindu
stani with a large Sanskrit vocabulary 
has been the language of litera
ture. .Muslim authors like Malik 
.Mahomed Jayasi. Abdul Rahim 
Khanakhana and Yari Salieb have 
enriched it. When modern education 
was introduced Hindu authors natu
rally turned to the resources of 
this language and oi Sanskrit, and 
literary Hindi came largely under 
Sanskritic influence. Literarx Hindi 
can be understood easily in (Ju j a rat, 
Maharashtra, Bengal and (he Central 
Provinces, it can be followed to some 
extent by persons whose mother 
tongue is Kannada, Telugu or Mala
yalam and who have studied a little 
Hindi.

(3.' 'File Hindi spoken m the 
army of the Moghul Emperors came 
io he called Urdu. It differed from 
1 Iindi-.ilindustm.ii and literary Hindi 
in pfsn-'Wg more word< of Persian 
origin. Modern Muslim writers 
have turned for inspiration to the 
easily accessible Persian and Arabic 
literatures, with the result that lit- 
ornry 1 rdu ha- Iweoirw i'er-ianised 
and has drifted away from literary 
Hindi. Literary Urdu is understood
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by only a section of Hindus and 
Muslims in the United Provinces and 
of learned Muslims elsewhere.

Clearly Sanskrilic literary Hindi 
and Persian literary Urdu were 
natural growths into which in the 
earlier stages neither malice, hostility 
nor communalism entered. I believe 
that it is impossible at present to 
arrest their development. A Hindi 
writer of a love-lyric or a historical 
romance seeks inspiration from 
Jayadev, Vyas or Valmiki ; a Muslim 
writer turns as naturally to Shadi 
and Hafiz. These two currents will 
never meet till Hindi-Hindustani be
comes sufficiently enriched to be the 
language of literature. If Hindi and 
Urdu works are translated into each 
other freely this result will be easily 
achieved. Before the British came, 
Hindu writers did not hesitate to use 
Persian words and Muslim writers 
had no distaste for Sanskrit words. 
Unfortunately, political and religious 
distrust has changed this. It writers 
of both communities will use the best 
words irrespective of source, the dis
tance between Hindi and Urdu will 
be easily bridged. 'Phis is part ol 
the Hindu-Muslim problem and will 
be solved only when Hindus and 
Mussalmans evolve harmony by
social and cultural contact.

Outside the United Provinces the 
national lingua iranc.a is Sanskritic ill 
content and Hindi in structure. Social 
intercourse in each province will 
always be through the mother tongue; 
and creative art will express itself 
only through it. But as nationalism 

becomes more powerful, as science 
brings different parts of India closer, 
as the culture and life of the country 
become uniform, this national 
language, though never a substitute 
for the mother tongue, will become 
less a language of effort and more of 
a living language. When it becomes 
tfie medium of intercourse for the 
whole of India its vocabulary will 
become comprehensive, doubtless 
adopting words from many provincial 
as well as European languages.

The national lingua iiauca will 
be written principally in Devanagari 
with optional Urdu script. Any one 
may use the Roman script if so in
clined. But the medium for die com
mon weal th of Indian literatures tail 
only be a simplified Sanskrit..

But all these activities leave the 
field of the provincial work un
touched. No language but the mother 
tongue can give form to the true 
vision of beauty. Whoever serves 
his own language will truly serve the 
commonwealth of literature ; whoever 
helps to build up a national language 
or literature will ensure the growth 
of his mother tongue. India is a 
nation ; a new age of unity is before 
us. Our literary men are dreaming 
of one language, one script, one litera
ture. Our duty is to body forth our 
unity through literature, to seek ex
pression for our growing ideal of 
beauty, to surrender ourselves to the 
spirit of the ancient literary artist 
Vyas, the author of the Maha
bharata.

K. M. MiSNSin
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it must have been a highly 
prejudiced young person who, some 
three hundred and more years ago. 
cried petulantly, “ Crabbed age 
and youth cannot live together i " 
And the reasons then given still 
hold : “ Youth is full of pleasance, 
age is full of care ; youth like summer 
morn. . . .age like winter bare.” In 
that familiar old song, written, some 
believe, by the wise young Shake
speare, the admission is freely made 
that “ Youth is wild and age is 
tame.” Between the wild and the 
tamed, there is too much distrust to 
admit even the beginning of useful 
communication.

The wildness of youth must be 
tamed, of course. ; that, indeed, seems 
to be the summing up of what we 
commonly call education. The baby 
reaches for something he should not 
touch ; shrill comes the cry of the 
nurse’s disapproval, or perhaps the 
assaulting slap on the extended hand. 
At that moment formal education 
begins ; and at that moment the child 
commences a lifelong study of the 
sciences of evasion, deception and 
prevarication.

We do not tell the truth to those 
whose aim is to deny us our 
heart's desire ; we tell them 
as little as possible of anything. 
We must endure t hem, espe
cially when they hover over us 
watchful for our goixl. but, in lan
guage. we may avoid them. Rather, 
we invent a language for them which 

confesses nothing of our true spirit.
The undefvatable persecutions 

of formal education finally beat 
down our wildness : eventually 
we all are tamed : then with 
inconsistent gusto we take on 
the taming of other wild ones, 
ft at this stage we had any 
practical memory of our own healthy 
wild state, no admonitions of mine 
on the ways (>f communicating with 
youth would be anything but super
fluous obviousness.

forgetting completely our own 
youth, however, we soon take on all 
the rigid prejudices of the tamed, one 
of which is to flare up if anything 
but holy results are predicated of the 
taming process. My illustration of 
the slapped hand as the beginning of 
evasion and concealment is <ure to 
bring the cry. ‘‘Don't you believe that, 
the harmful desires of youth should 
be thwarted ? " Of course I so 
believe : I even believe in the slapped 
hand. My only point here is not 
that formal training should be 
abolished but, rather, that we 
should sharpen our eyes to one of its 
very natural results, the breaking 
down of free communication with 
youth.

For without welcomed communica
tion no true education of lire spirit 
may be accomplished ; and taming, 
as generally practised, reduces 
the chances of such a welcoming. 
That is the unavoidable dilemma of 
youth education. A one-sided facing 
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of obvious facts will not help us 
much.

Here are some such facts. ,\t. an 
early age the young begin to with
draw into a protected region of 
their own ; soon we lose them 
altogether ; then our advice, our 
admonitiom, our condemnations 
even, have no effect other than 
temporarily to annoy. While the 
youthful spirit is ever trusting, 
hungry for help, it is also the mo>i. 
stubborn of all our possessions : ar.d 
it has the power of almost complete 
insulation from those that disturb 
it.

A very small child spoke c(uictly 
to a teacher : he trusted her. therefore 
his communication was free and 
true ;

I have a !w,.;s<.,
M;itit' oi coos and t'viiis ;
I .co llww v.fwn I ran.

I find a L’lioir
To sit uptio.

II is nice in then? : 
No oils says. " No ' "

There was no real house, of cour.sc. 
Against the iterating negative-; of the 
taming process this very small boy 
had found a retreat in his own mind, 
a place of quiet where no one said, 
“ N'o 1 ” Each of us ha.' hi' own 
house of gra<s and twig'. We go 
there when we can. And no one will 
know about it save that rare 
friend who comes not io lame 
us but to listen.

The way toward a perfect com
munion of spirit, then, is first to 
learn to listen. It ¡s an art that few 
know about and fewer practise. .-V 
a rule, teachers are not good 
listeners at all, and mothers, alas, 
caught up in the insistent claims of 

taming, so often lose the graces of 
the attending ear. So, to teachers 
who would know the way to the 
spirit of youth, we say, instruct less 
and less and receive more and more : 
we 'ay to mothers, forbear occasion
ally. sometimes let the fault go. now 
and then be silent and listen.

Well, you have listened and you 
have heard. A secret communication 
has been entrusted to you. Have care 
now, we say, or there newer will be 
another. The normal adult has 
seemingly no compunction against 
using the confidence of the young as 
evidence against them ; he will blab 
it to the world : or he will iwe it for 
instructional taming. " Ah ' So you 
have such thoughts, have you Well, 
you shouldn’t have.” Youth with
draws in shame from such offensive 
bad taste, from such dishonourable 
action.

Education is a process of strength
ening the secret inner powers, 
of permitting them to grow into such 
eventual adjustment with the world 
as will bring a harmonious and 
peaceful adaptability into all human 
relationships. Only the spirit is ever 
truly educated. To drive it away 
from the influences that would bring 
it to its capable fulness, that is to 
defeat all educational effort. So we 
seek the spirit in the secret house of 
grass and twigs. We listen. And we 
do not condemn.

After one has become a practised 
listener- the sure test is tile easy flow 
of communications- then one must 
cultivate agreement. True communi
cation is charged with dirent ; it 
inquires where inquiry is considered 
blasphemous : it stalks into the 
man-made holy of holies and 
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asks an honest “ Why ? ” Be
cause of its pure spirit it sees the 
truths which the world ignores : it 
secs man's inconsistencies, his lies 
and hypocrisies, his cruelties, 
his fawning, his vanities, his 
shames and, above all and 
including all, his engulfing self
deceptions. Any fearless child will 
tell you about these if you have 
learned to listen, and if then you 
neither instruct nor blame.

The head master had preached a 
long moral lesson to an assembly of 
young children. They heard him in 
silence. Dismissed, they were leaving 
that hall in silence. It was a solemn 
stillness that seemed to shout. Huge 
and victorious, the head master 
descended from the platform ; he 
beamed on all, believing that he had 
convicted them of sin. He had not. 
Every line on his face, his twisting 
smile, the clear vibrations that 
exuded from him, all made apparent 
to these fine young children that here 
was an immoral man seeking 
in public to scratch up a cover
ing for his own evil. In disgust that 
group had left him. To the right 
listening person a boy said simply, 
“ lie drips morality ”, And another 
added, “ Like a frightened dog ”. This 
is simple clairvoyance, a gift of every 
clear spirit ; it is most unclouded in 
youth.

If you would hear the pure 
communication of youth, we insist 
that you must be able to receive with
out the usual adult prejudices. A'ou 
will find yourself in the region of a 
new and strange moral code. For 
example, most adults would denounce 
the above mentioned condemnation 
of the head master's moral preach

ment as an act of student disloyalty. 
If such adults should ever hear youth 
so conclude they are not likely to 
hear, however, and that is why they 
remain so profoundly ignorant about 
youth, education, morality and things 
of the spirit generally but if by 
chance they should hear, they would 
condemn : " Those are evil think
ings ; you should be loyal to the head 
master,’’ We would say to youth, 
however, we who have learned to 
listen, " Those are good thinkings ; 
above loyalty to man is loyalty to 
truth and decency. Hold to this as 
long as you can. Keep struggling to 
see clearly as you see now, to feel 
directly as you feel now, and perhaps 
you will not sink into self-deception 
as most of the blind world lias done. 
Preserve this fine moral indignation ; 
if it dies you may continue to breathe 
and feed but you will almost cease 
to function as an individual spirit.”

Perhaps you have the picture of 
youth as inarticulate, awkward or 
blurting, emotionally unstable or 
destructive, or self-centred and incu
rious, That means that you do not 
know youth. So we all behave in 
the presence of our conquerors, of 
our social superiors, of those who 
think us inferior and evil. Incurious ? 
Youth is bursting with questions that 
the adult code will not even let him 
frame. “ Is God all-powerful ? Then 
why has He permitted the terrible 
drought? Is God merciful ? Then 
why were all those mothers and little 
children bombed in Madrid yester
day ?”

We deny youth his deep inquiry 
about God ; we call this strong urge 
irreverence. The way to God is full 
of perplexities ; only those who do 
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noi lake that thorny patii aro in
di ffercnt and undisturbt d by 
iti]uh ice and merci l(wsnes~. Thè 
fault i> noi in thè irrevereiice 
of youth bui. rathcr, in our o'.vn 
Inibire to -~eek attswers. Vie lutee 
noi prepared oitrselvc< througli 
rigorous meditatimi in anotlwr 
I would acid, fasting and jn’tner ■ 
io answer thè >ini'erc rvìigtous 
inquiries et thè young : it is wv wlio 
are iuctiriou-.

Loft tu biniseli, a boy in Indiana, 
coni empia lini; thè devastatoti ifit 
by thè dronghi. wrot.e hutnhly.

liuined lìewe:-.. tltiisiy bittii -ril1e-■-
1 lyitti; m-ió :.:id a dtv ciuci’.
Ail ari- liuti s vork.

Man
E nel y.t v.ise ernHtitli
To iinck-tsitir.d
\\ iiy Ltod
Wotinib 1 timseii.

When communication lia< been 
established in perfect trust, educa
tion may beyin ; for education is 
not merely .'omethir.g that is put on 
from the outside : it is something 
that is built up from within. 
Acceptation is the prime requisite 
for those who would reach and 
strengthen the individual spirit : the 
door must be opened willingly ; there 
must he a wn.ole-hearted welcome.

Communication of the sort we 
mean here, genuine revealings, i- 

itself a kind of education on which 
the inward personality thrives ; 
surely it is also the open sesame 
lor the understanding and believing 
teacher. When rapport has been 
established and proved, then gifts 
appear, amazing aptitudes, surpris
ing alike to teacher and taught, 
educational outcomes that .-uggest 
nothing short of magic. For a long 
time, weeks, month-., years even, 
there was nothing but the root-like 
building up of relationships ; there 
were no apparent results ; a waste 
and a senseless idling seemingly : 
then, overnight perhaps, nature’s 
slow mystery, the perfect dowering 
ol personality.

In these important matters 
patience and waiting arc never 
wasters of time. It is a siow and 
delicate task to entice the door to 
open and the willing hand to extend 
in the house of grass and twigs where 
no one says “ Xo 1 " Few are quali
fied to receive such innocent 
invitations : but they who do enter 
and come welcomed again and again, 
they are twice blessed, lor not only 
do they give strength to the striving 
spirit of another but they uncover 
thereby powers in themselves, gifts 
of intuition and insight, ancient and 
native to us all.

IIl'GIIES MEARNS

What is the rod object of modern education ? Is it to cultivate and develop 
the mind in the right, directnm ; to leach ‘.he dimiiwrin d and hapless people m carry 
with fortitude the burden of life allotted them by Karma 1; io dreiiulliett then- 
will : to inculcate in them the love at one'1- tlcrdiboiir and the feeling of mill Util inter- 
dipcndence and brotherhood ; and thus io trim and form tlic? character lor practical 
lite?-- 11. P Blavatsky, The Key io Tlitoeophy. p. 2'22.
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THE YOGA OF THE THREEFOLD FAITH

| Below we publish the eighteenth of a series of essays founded on the great 
text-book of Practical Occultism, the Bhagava<i~Gila. Each of these discusses a title 
oi one of the eighteen chapters of the Song Celestial. The writer calls them " Notes 
on the Chapter Titles of the Gita but they arc more than notes. They bring 
a practical message bom ol study and experience.

'Phis particular instalment is a study of the seventeenth chapter, which deals 
with the Problem of Faith.

Sri Krishna. Pretn is the name taken in the old traditional manner prevail
ing in India by a young English gentleman when he resolved to enter the path of 
Vairagya. renouncing his all, including the name given to him at birth. He took 
his tripos at Cambridge in Mental and Moral Sciences and is a deep student of 
Indian Philosophy. Away from the world but serving it with faith he lives in the 
Himalayas, and is esteemed highly for his sincerity, earnestness and devotion,—Eds, ]

The seventeenth chapter com
mences with a question that is often 
asked: What is the condition of the 
man who has faith but no knowledge 
of the commands of the Inner liuler 
(for the reference to the ordinances 

of Shastra must be understood in the 
light of what was said at the end of 
the last chapter) ? But this question, 
though so common, is based upon a 
misunderstanding of the nature of 
faith. Faith is sometimes confused 
with intellectual belief based upon a 
weighing of probabilities, and still 
more often, with a blind acceptance 
of creedal orthodoxies rooted for the 
most part in nothing more than the 
instinct for social conformity. But 
the former is more properly termed 
reasoned opinion, while the latter 
scarcely merits any mental label at 
all. being a mere verbal habit based 
on herd instinct.

True faith is sometfling of a much 
higher nature, ft is the reflection in 
the lower mind of knoirledge already 
possessed by the higher. We read 
in chapter thirteen, verse twenty-five. 

of those who on hearing, perhaps for 
tile first time, of higher truths at once 
give themselves up to them. They 
are able to do so because of this 
irradiation of the lower mind by the 
knowledge of the higher, an irradi
ation which gives a sense of certainty 
akin to that which a man feels on 
understanding a geometrical propo
sition, the only difference being that, 
in the case of faith, the grounds for 
that certainty have not entered the 
brain consciousness. Therefore it was 
that Hermes said :

My word doth go before thee to the 
truth. But mighty is the mind, and when 
it hath been led by word up to a certain 
point, it hath the power to come before 
thee to the truth. And having thought 
over all these things, and found them 
consonant with those which have already 
been translated by the reason, it (the 
mind) hath believed and found its rest 
in that Fair Faith.

It is important to understand this. 
The world is full of men seeking to 
persuade others to believe in this or 
that doctrine, book, or teacher, but 
the blind belief which they demand 
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is, if given, nothing but the inert 
response of ti lamasik mind, and has 
no connection whatever with the Fair 
Faith of which Hermes speak.-. Blind 
beliefs are perpetually coming into 
conflict with ascertained truth and it 
is for this reason that the believer- 
are so fanatically propagandist, tor 
they seek to silence their own doubt- 
by the shouting of many voices.

The Fair Faith, on the other hand, 
can newer come into conflict with 
knowledge, tor it knowledge even 
though its ground- have not been 
realised, .\everthele-s. the lower 
mind is treacherous, and many things 
which have a soul of truth within 
them, may not themselves be true. 
The mind translates its knowledge in 
terms of its own concepts. Thu- the 
true faith that there is fundamental 
justice in the Cosmos may lend its 
certainty to erroneous notions of a 
persona] God and final .Judgment 
Day in ea-es where -ueb concept- 
fill the mind/

Truth mint lie al I-inchi -ive and 
harmonious. It cannot form into 
little eddies and closed sy-tems. The 
only safe course is. as Hermes says, 
to think out all things and to accept 
flro-e which are found to fit in with 
what is already known in one 
harmonious whole. If it be a-ked in 
what way thi- differs from the pro
cedure of tlie so-called rationalist, it 
must be answered that the latter 
accepts only the data of tlie senses 
and the logical conclusions of the 

mind upon them, while the follower 
of the Fair Faith accepts the data 
coming from above and then pro
ceeds to work over their interpre
tation until he can express them in a 
form consonant with reason.

The necessity lor this " working 
over" arises because the mind <n 
which the knowledge is reflected is a 
tiling of many colours, being made up 
of the gimas. “ The faith of each is 
shaped to his own nature." If a man 
can rise to his true Self, he is no 
more concerned with laith for he has 
knowledge, but as long a< that 
knowledge lias to be reflected in the 
lower mind, it is inevitable that it 
should take on the colours m that 
mind.

The true Man is the Knowledge 
which makes up the higher Self, and 
when that knowledge has to show 
itself as faith, that laith is as much 
of the true Man as is able to manifest 
within the limits of his personality. 
Therefore is it said : *'  A man consists 
of liis faith : that which his faith is, 
he is even that." That is the reason 
why those who have accomplished 
great deeds, whether, like .loan of 
Arc, they possessed what is called 
religion, or whether like Xapoleom 
they believed but in their own 
“ destiny," have always been filled 
with faith. Their deeds have been 
accomplished by the power of their 
higher Selves and that power was 
avaiktble to them because those 
Selves were reflected in their hearts 

' Oct'asionally. thi'iii'ti iwl ogn. a man is shir to keep hi- faith uncont aminated 
by his merits’, fiiniiiurv. Eor itiwmcr. ilu (. :ut'.elie mystic. .hdiutia oi Norwich, worried 
about the fate of I lie heitlic, miti he.’ilhi'ii. iici-.ved imm a vivon of Chri-t the ;i --11 t tin CiL 
thill “ all milliner of thirii;- will lie well." :m assurance that -he seems -imply to have wept - 
ed iililiou^h it wa- at inter vmiimei- ’.nth the te,w!iifin< of her church which, doubtless, 
formed the concepts of her mind. Much more typical, though, is the case of St. Teresa 
whose C'aSholicism made her mould the revelations of her vision into the ridiculous statement 
that in the case of a heretic the mirror of tire Soul was irretrievably shattered.
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in the form of faith.
Not only is his faith the Man 

himself ; the turn which is given to 
it by his mind is also his lower, 
personal self, for the expression of his 
faith depends on which of the three 
gunas is dominant in his personality. 
A*  sattvik man will give his faith 
sattvik expression, and so with the 
other types. This comes out very 
clearly in the objects of men's 
worship. The only object of worship 
to the man of knowledge is the 
Atman in himself and in all beings, 
but those who live by faith alone will 
feel that unpcrccived Atman as a 
wondrous Power, sensed in external 
things and worshipped accordingly. 
Sattvik men will feel Its presence in 
the great awe-inspiring forces of 
Nature, in Sun and Wind and Water 
and so will “ worship the Gods" 
(xvji. 4.) As their faith becomes puri
fied, they will turn more and more 
to the spiritual power behind those 
forces and leave the outer forms.

Rajasik types will sense the same 
Power as it rushes fiercely in the 
desire-currents, and so will worship 
yakskas and rdkshasas, the per
sonified consciousness behind deuce 
for wealth and angry violence 
respectively. Those in whom tamas 
predominates, will feel their imagi
nation captivated by the fact of 
death, and so the shades of the dead 
will draw their worship.

In modern civilisation, too. these 
types appear in the nature-mysticism 
of a Wordsworth, in the all-too- 
common worship of wealth and power 
that shows itself in a morbid interest 
in the lives of the wealthy and power
ful, and in the devotion to I lie so- 
called spirits of the dead, who are 

the Gods of the spiritist cult, though, 
in this last case, there is also an ad
mixture of rdjastk curiosity.

It is not only in the objects of 
worship that the influences of the 
gunas make themselves felt ; they 
show also in such things as the type 
of food eaten. Western readers may 
be inclined to see very little connec
tion between faith and food, and on 
the other hand, in India, there is a 
tendency to see only too much 
connection. The true course, as 
always, lies in the middle. Since the 
body is huilt up of the food that is 
taken into it, and since, also, the 
taste of food forms an important and 
regular portion of our sense life, it 
is obvious that both the quality and 
taste of food will have a significance 
for him who is trying to follow the 
Path, though by no means the. ex
cessive significance that is sometimes 
attached to it in India. No amount 
of merely sattvik eating will suffice 
to make a man spiritual.

Tile sacrifice tyajiia''. which the 
Gita mentions next, must not be 
limited to the ceremonial sacrifices of 
ancient India. The yaina of the Gita 
means sacrificial action in general, 
the dedication of one's goods and 
deeds and self to the service of the 
Life in all. The sattvik man will do 
this, not out of any desire for person
al reward, even in the >hape of his 
own salvation, but because his 
sattvik nature reflects the knowledge 
of the Cosmic Sacrifice and impels 
him to participate therein.

The sacrifice of the rdjasik man is, 
as might be expected, tainted by 
desire and so he sacrifices in order to 
gain some benefit for himself and 
usually denies the possibility of 
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action that is free from such desire. 
In inferior types, the mainspring of 
his action is to be found in the wish 
to be known as a religious man, 
philanthropist, or patriot.

Tdmasik sacrifice is a still lower 
type in which only the semblance of 
sacrifice is shown. It is not govern
ed by any rule, or principle (I'iilhi ! 
nor has it any sanction in the inner 
Shàstra (mantra'i. No actual giving 
away is involved (asrishl<mna'>, and 
the whole performance is carried out 
without any skill GlaksInnatH i. The 
motivation of such so-called sacrifices 
is usually mere instinct lor social 
conformity.

It would he tedious to comment 
at length on the other ways in which 
a man’s faith may manifest. The list 
is not a mere miscellaneous collection. 
Worship, food, sacrificial action, self
discipline and charity are al) import
ant aspects of the <piritur.il life, and 
it is for this reason that the Gila has 
gone into such detail about them.

Some words must, however, be said 
about Gipasyd, usually translated a? 
austerity, but better rendered a< ■'ell- 
discipline. Tapasytî does not mean 
standing on one leg in a forest, nor 
piercing the body with sharp spikes. 
Such torture of the body, common 
both in medias al Europe and in 
India, is the lâmasik man's idea of 
lapasyâ. Identifying hirmelf with bio
physical body, he can see no way of 
making spiritual progress but by forc
ing that body to be passive under 
torture,*  and so he goes about naked, 
or wears hair shirts, or else he starves 

* It is no answer tn this io urge- that 'iich sell-torturers ol'trn bold an extremely 
dualistie 1 henry of the relationship be! w-in >md and body. '1 hiorj is one 1 h1rije. and percep
tion quite another. It is just beeansv they knoiv nothing bet. tbr body, that they n:inititii■ 
that, bodily torture x-. ill liberate the sold.

r Chri>tdn;,ya Ufj'/nhliad 6, 7.

himself, and then mistakes the 
hallucinations of a weakened brain 
lor spiritual visions.

Discipline oi the body is quite a 
different thing from its injury by such 
practices. The body is the field in 
which we have to work and, later, 
will be needed for the sei vice of the 
One. To weaken or destroy it by 
injudicious austeritic:< is to destroy 
a valuable instrument, it is some
times urged that the body is unreal 
and transient, and that the man of 
knowledge will not care whether it 
functions well or badly, whether it 
lives or dies. But such a view is 
based on misunderstanding. Those 
who are practising self-discipline are 
not men of knowledge, but rather, 
men trying to gain knowledge. A 
weakened body, as the Upanishad has 
taught.t means a weakened mind, and 
if the body is unnecessarily a- 
bandoned before the Goal is reached, 
it only means that valuable years will 
have to be spent in educating a new- 
one, and in bringing it to the point 
at which the l’atli was left. Tile true 
attitude to one’s body should be to 
treat it as one treats a riding horse, 
something to be intelligently dis
ciplined, adequately cared for, and 
properly used, and not as something 
either to be allowed to wander off 
al its own free will, or else to be 
beaten to death or uselessness.

There is a further consideration 
that is equally powerful. The outer 
senses are but the manife-tations of 
the inner or mental ones. The mor
tification of the outer leaves the in

piritur.il
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ner ones quite intact. Indeed, 
the »en-e powers, forcibly suppressed 
without, are driven inwards, and 
revenge themselves in a rioi of im
aginative phantasy within which will 
disturb the spiritual life lar mow 
effectually than ever the outer wnise 
lift.’ could have done.

Seif-discipline must begin, not with 
the senses, but with the mind. In 
the enumeration of the six mental 
endowments that form part of the 
four-fold qualification for knowledge 
of the Brtihii’.an (see the chapter on 
Gita xv'!. sha;na, or control of mind, 
precedes da>na, the control of sense. 
The di-ciple must bend all his 
energies to the task of controlling his 
unruly mind, and when that is 
accomplished, he may be sure 1hat 
the outer senses will offer no serious 
obstacles to being brought under 
control. Trying to control the senses 
without having first subjugated the 
mind, is like trying to bale water out 
of a sinking ship without first stop
ping the leak. Even in cases of 
definitely inappropriate sense-indulg
ence, the inner phantasying about the 
objects of enjoyment does far more 
damage io the inner life than tile ac
tual outward gratification.

Another point that must be noted 
is that the mind cannot, under ordi
nary conditions, be treated as some
thing separate from and independ
ent of the body. It is true that, the 
mind is the crux of the whole disci
pline, but it is aEo true that the ordi
nary disciple is quite unable to rise 
to the level of functioning in his true 
or higher mind, and that the mind 
in which he does live is very closely

Il should bJ.L riWTllbiTCri lhal thi'sc 
a pi tu1 ntorv. 

bound up with the physical body. It 
is easy to talk about being indifferent 
to bodily sensations, but never
theless, to say nothing of severe 
pains, a few hours in a stuffy room 
will destroy almost any one's power 
of clear thinking, and a few days of 
overwork or loss of sleep wiil cause 
self-control to vanish in gusts of 
irritability. This being so, it is 
obviously foolish for the ordinary 
disciple to attempt a fine disregard 
of the bodily and external aspects of 
life, when all the time, his mental 
life is intimately bound up with 
them. *'  The contacts of matter come 
and go,” as we read in chapter two, 
but while tile disciple should ” endure 
them bravely,’’ he will not. in the 
earlier stages,be able to disregard 
them altogether without disastrous 
results.

So much for the negative »ide oi 
tapasya. On the positive side, 
what is needed is a harmonious con
trol of body, speech and mind. The 
body is to he disciplined (xvn. ll.j 
by being used for the service of the 
Gods, the Twice-born (of the gen
uinely spiritually illumined, that is. 
not of those who merely arrogate the 
title to themselves on the strength of 
outward ceremonies), of Teachers 
and all Knowers of the Truth, and 
further, by the practice of cleanliness, 
straightforwardness, harmlessness to 
ah beings and brahniacharya.

The last word connotes control 
and not suppression of the sex force». 
A neurotic celibacy with the sub
conscious mind, full of thwarted 
sex, ¡»wiing in a welter of more or 
less disguised phantasy is tile very

bet six dw.pli-r» arc inevitably stinw exti/nt 
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worst condition to be in for 
one who seeks the inner iife. 
Such a condition may, like exlreme 
bodily weakness, give rise to -trange 
experiences and vision-, but it will 
effectually prevent any real treading 
of the Path. Sex will be transcend
ed ; it cannot he suppressed ■ with 
impunity.

Of harmles<ness (ahimsa i it i> 
quite sufficient to say that one who 
seeks to serve the Life in all. mu.-t 
certainly abstain from killing living 
creatures for hi- ' sport,' or even, in 
ordmary circumstances, for his food. 
"All beings tremble before punish
ment ; to all life is dear. Judging 
others by yourself, slay not, neiiher 
cause to slay.’’?: To cast eyes of greed 
at the ile-h ol a fellow being i- no 
act for a disciple of this Path. 
Rather will he remember the perhap?. 
legendary -tory of how the Buddha 
in a previous life gave his own llesh 
to feed a starving tigress and her 
cub-.

In addition to the above-mentioned 
discipline of the body, lie wilt disci
pline his speech, taking care that if 
is always truthful and helpful.

A” tllr^ r Bl’ -I ■ llir Kii'lf 'Aillli:; :
rra--..:-.’ii .rJ !.- d c - r I- ;?1!

Whi.h t i .1;;,: ; <:-i;, ■ ■ win.:

While being truthful the di-ciple 
must avoid the common egoistic fault 
of making his devotion to the truth 
an excuse for inflicting pain up;in 
his hearers. This control of speech 
is by no means easy, as all who base 
tried to practise it arc aware. In 
any case it is not possible to bring 
it to perfection until the mind is also

*■ Dhamnia/iadti.
+ 77r< Tight of .PN.

disciplined.
The mental discipline is in fact the 

most essential of all since it is in the 
raising of the mind to its true nature 
and in bringing about its union with 
the bmlrihi that the essence of the 
inner life is found (xvn. l(i>. The 
mind must be tranquil, gentle and 
free from wandering thoughts. The 
word for the last quality is mauna, 
which literally means " -ilent," but 
as the context shows, the silence in 
question is a mental one. and signi
fies the ability to remain calmly still 
in the face of those outer stimuli 
which usually make the mind jump 
about like the monkey to which it is 
often compared.

In addition, it must be Self-con
trolled, able to direct or check its 
course of thought by its own inherent 
power, depending neither on the rpur 
of physical necessity, nor on the 
carrot of some outward gain ; in the 
later stages at least, it should not 
even depend for stillness upon the 
hypnotic rhythm of Manila repeti
tion. Lastly, it must be pure in feeling 
loo, free from all fear and hatred, 
filled with love and great compassion 
for all beings. It need hardly be 
added that if this discipline is to bear 
spiritual fruit, it must he carried out 
harmoniously, without any one-sided 
exaggerations or fanaticisms and with 
the salhak characteristic of disregard 
of any personal gam. Love of the 
Alwin, not fear of the world, must 
be the motive force behind the effort.

The chapter ends with the three
fold designation of the Hrahman, Om 
Tat Sat. This well known Manila 
is intended here to show the Path 
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along which a sattvik faith will lead 
the aspirant, thus indirectly answer
ing the initial question of the 
chapter. Om, as is well known, 
signifies the Brahman, but also 
stands for the three great states of 
Consciousness*  which lead up to 
tlif fourth or transcendental state. 
With Om the acts of sacrifice and dis
cipline that constitute the treading of 
the Path are commenced. That is to 
say, the attainment of the true Self, 
the Consciousness, though in its 
separated individual form, is the task 
of the first stage.

The next stage, marked by what 
we have seen to be the typically 
sattvik characteristic of abandonment 
of all desire for fruit, is the bring
ing about of the union of that indi
vidual Self with the unindividuated 
buddhi, the cognitive aspect of the 
Mahan Atman, the One great Life. 
This stage is referred to by the word 
Tat (That), because it is through 
union with the Light Ocean of the 
buddhi that true knowledge of That, 
the transcendental Reality, is gained.

The last stage is symbolised by 
Sal. which stands for Being, also (or 

Goodness and Reality. This stage is 
the attainment of the Brahman, and 
this attainment is the “ praiseworthy 
deed," which the text mentions as 
yet another meaning of the word.

But we have seen in the fourteenth 
chapter (verst1 26), that instead of 
withdrawing his Light from the world 
and merging it in the unmanifested 
Brahman, it is possible for him who 
has won to the (foal to stay and 
serve the One, crucified in the count
less suffering forms within the bitter 
Sea, Therefore the Gita adds (XVII 
27.) that steadfastness in sacrifice, 
austerity and gift is also Sat ; mean
ing thereby that he who maintains 
his life of Sacrifice and offers up his 
dearly bought Salvation as a great 
Gift of Light to those who walk in 
darkness has no less attained than 
he who goes beyond the other Shore. 
His Sat is “ action for the sake of 
That" in all. Hence is it said that 
by this mantra of the triple Path 
have been brought forth of old the 
Teachers.t Knowledge and the Sacri
fices, the Sacrifices, namely, of those 
liberated Souls who find Biirvana in 
the very midst of Sorrow.

Sri Krishna Prem

Jagrai. siffipuu, awl w. hit ¡ili. So Mainhiliya Ufianistiad.
i The word Briilnwaia^ in this vers? is usuidiy taken to refer to the 'nooks of that 

name, rather inferior books from the spiritual point of view. It seem- more appropriate to 
take the word as referring to the Brahmani, i.a.. Teachers of the Knowledge.



THE HOMELESS LIEE
I Ik I liera Prajnanila is it well-known English Buddhist Bikkhu ;tnd has 

travelled extensively m different parts of die world lie tectninls here some of hi< 
exper'ences i:t India. Ets.

It was dming the Great W ar. I lay 
out in the mud in ” no-man's-iand " 
between the German and British 
lines. Around me were hundred- of 
dead and dying men. Desolation 
and de.-truction reigned everywhere. 
After a long dark night the first 
beam- of the glorious sun appeared 
and I took from my pocket a treasured 
book and read, “ homeless, always 
content, with heart and mind fixed 
on ?c]e he surely cometh unto Me.” 
,\nd as Kri.-hna spoke these word'' on 
a battle field to Arjuna, so did they 
seem to >peak to me in that scene oi 
carnage and misery.

The War over. I returned to 
England. Sad at. heart, I saw the 
pleasure-loving crowds filling the 
theatres, cinemas, and restaurants, 
with never a thought for the millions 
of men who had just perished, or the 
agonies they had endured. They 
seemed soulless, and the spirituality 
which suffering is supposed to bring 
had not touched them. A deep dis
gust with all civilization filled me. I 
wanted to be free of it all, to leave 
the sensuous money-making world, 
and strive to find life's meaning, its 
beauty, its reality.

And so destiny worked. A year 
later 1 was living in a stone hut near 
the J elap-La Pass which divides 
India from Tibet. Clad in the red 
robe of a hermit, with shaven head 
and bare feet I dwelt on the roof of 
the world, far from the madding 
haunts of men. What a change : it 

almost seemed to me like a new 
incarnation. A short time, before I 
had been in the world's mo-i. awful 
slaughter, now I felt I wa- living 
among the God-, where earth and 
sky kiss each other. It was the begin
ning of my homeless life, the opening 
out of a wider vision, and a glimpse 
of that reality which the "Yogis and 
Rishis of India have spoken of.

There is something deeply impres
sive living high, up in the Himalaya 
mountains, for are they not the 
abode of the high ? Does not. the 
spirit of Shiva brood over them ? At 
times I felt almost transformed with 
a feeling of joy and wonder, at the 
-etwe of (lie sublime and inexpre'-'siblc. 
I watched the morning sun rise above 
the mow-diid pea!;- and 'hed his- 
brilliant Lu>tre into the purple valleys 
far below.

In this cairn far ¿above the- teeming 
world. I lived. During long hours of 
the night I sat before my “dhani” 
(the fire a Yogi burns) and listened 
to the wind howling outside. But 
sometimes when the weather was 
calm and the moon bright with that 
wonderful Tibetan brilliance I could 
sit outside and read from my library, 
two gems of spiritual truths which 
I carried with me in all my wander
ings in India, the Bhctgavacl Gila 
and The Voice oj the Silence. And 
in that silence the Voice i-eemed to 
speak, and I felt al times that trans
port of Peace and Ecstasy which 
comes to the true devotee of the One 
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and the Eternal.
.And now the scene changes. Il 

is no longer the snow and blasts oi 
the mountain heights but die dusty 
sweltering heat oi the plains below. 
Dressed in the " gerua” garb of a 
mendicant with staff and water pot 
i *vas  tramping to the holy city of 
Benares. What a magic name has 
Kashi to millions of the Indian 
people I What great Souls have prea
ched there the message of their inner 
Enlightenment I How even to this 
day it still retains some of that spiri
tual greatness which reigned in the 
past 1

I arrived there early one morning 
with a band of Digambara i naked i 
Sadhus, and we all plunged into the 
(hinges River shouting "Ilari Ilari 
Dm." flow refreshing it was to bathe 
in its cool sweet waters and wash the 
dirt and grime of the. dusty roads 
from our bodies. There is -mmm 
tiiing magnetic about those Ghats at 
Benares. It seemed to me that the 
heart of Humanity is focussed there, 
[or did not the great Brahma himself 
perlonn the "ten horse sacrifice" 
there that mankind might be saved ?

I now lived by the river side with 
the naked Sadhus, How strange it 
often seemed to me. a Westerner, 
from life in the University or the 
Army I But I was now happy. I 
was free. It was the homeless lift1 
without possession or fear, the life 1 
hud yearned for. At night we sat 
round our fire and chanted the Vedic 
hymns, or sat deep in meditation 
while the sacred river ¡lowed silently 
and peacefully by.

Ten miles from Benares is 
Sarnath where the Lord Buddha 
preached his first sermon to the five 

mendicants after his Enlightenment. 
I had always wanted to see this holy 
place. >o early one beautiful spring
morning with my staff and water pot 
1 started off. The villages in India 
are all much the same and as the 
dawn breaks you can see the women 
grinding the corn, or drawing the 
waler, or taking the cattle to the 
fields. Al last I arrived at Sarnath and 
sat down boide the big Stupa erected 
by A>oka to commemorate the birth 
of the Buddhht religion. What memo
ries that place could tell of many 
centuries- ago when pious learned men 
lived and studied there. I walked 
among rum-- feeling every stone and 
brick was a history. Here a Queen 
had dug a well, over there was the 
famous A-oka column and down 
those steps are the cells where the 
early Buddhist monks by stern dis
cipline and meditation strove to reach 
the height of Enlightenment their 
great Bounder had attained.

At night I unrolled my blanket and 
slept in one of thiwe little cells. It 
was so cool and quiet. I wondered 
who built it, who lived in it two 
thousand years ago, what were his 
thoughts, did he reach Realization ? 
Perhaps an Arahant or a Rishi had 
dwell there. Perhaps in another two 
thousand years visitors will come to 
those ruins and think of us living to
day as only half civilized living in 
a long distant past. Who knows ?

When my stay at Sarnath had 
ended I decided to visit Kusinagara 

( the place where Lord Buddha passed 
away) and then on to Buddha Gaya. 
There is very little to see at Kusi- 
nagara, so I joined a Yogi and pushed 
on to Gaya. He was a type sometimes 
met on the Indian roads, a man of 
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education and of wealthy family who 
had given all up to become a wander
ing Sanyasin. After a day’s tramp we 
would light our fire under a village 
tree, and the villagers would bring us 
cakes and milk and even burn candles 
before us. .As I was a white Yogi (the 
first some had ever seen; I came in 
for special attention, and their 
generosity knew no bounds, 
hospitable people that these villagers 
are. Then my friend would dis
course on Vedanta or the Upanishads 
while the people, men, women and 
children, sat round in a circle, with 
the cows and goats on the outside.

At last we came to Gaya. We were 
gaily stepping along the road that 
leads to the great Temple. Its tower 
can be seen some distance off. and 
my heart leapt with joy when I stood 
inside the little chamber where the 
most famous Buddharupa is placed. 
Outside is the Bodhi tree under which 
the Lord is recorded to have reached 
Illumination. What emotions surged 
through me as I stood there and 

thought of the thousands of people 
who beneath those sacred branches 
had lifted up their thoughts that they 
too might reach that state of peace 
and blessedness when the sorrows and 
limitations of Samsara have been 
transcended. And beneath this tree 
there seems to be such a wonderful 
peace that all nationalities and sects 
meet there in a spirit of harmony 
and understanding.

A small group of us used to meet 
under the tree for our evening devo
tions. I try to recall them. There 
was a Jap. a Burman, a Chinaman, 
Indian. Ceylonese, all speaking 
different languages with the mouth, 
but. one with the heart. From far-off 
countries some of them had come, 
walking hundreds of miles and living 
on begged food. But we had listened 
to the call of the homeless life and 
felt the truth of the ancient dictum 
“ God is an infinite circle whose cir
cumference is nowhere and its centre 
everywhere."

Prajnanda

Stern and exacting is the virtue of Viraga. 11 thou its path would st master, 
thou must keep thy mind and thy perceptions far freer than before from killing 
action.

- The Voice G the Silence



THE QUEST FOR SECURITY
¡John Hassler Dietrich, the Pastor who would not defend himself against 

the charge of heresy blit who is serving his fellowme.n as an Unitarian and a 
Humanist is inclined towards .Mysticism, as readers of his article in our pages in the 
March 1936 issue will remember, -Eds. |

One hundred and fifty years ago 
an English clergyman, while fleeing 
from a thunder-storm, found refuge 
in a rocky glen ; and cloistered there, 
he fell to meditating upon his feeling 
of security in the time of storm. 
While the elements raged without, he 
was safe and comfortable. This sense 
of physical security amidst the 
dangerous elements made him think 
of the state of his spirit surrounded 
by the down-dragging forces of the 
world and the sense of security which 
came to it, as he clung to his faith 
in Jesus. Just as he was secure from 
the threatening forces of nature in 
the cave, so was he secure from the 
sin and sorrow' of the world in the 
arms of his crucified Christ. And 
he wrote the old familiar song, " Iiock 
of Ages, cleft for me, let me hide 
myself in Thee ” a picturesque 
portrayal of the sense of security 
which comes to the real believer from 
his faith in the orthodox scheme of 
salvation. Here, in a world which is 
seeking to corrupt and destroy us 
stands the cross of Christ, to which 
one need only cling and his eternal 
happiness is assured. Many moderns 
will envy him his simplicity and un
questioning faith. lie was not per
turbed by the stubborn facts which 
upset the fancies of most of us to-day. 
lie relied entirely upon the grace of 
God through Jesus Christ for his 
eternal happiness. Here indeed was a 
sense of security, which must have 

brought to real believers perfect 
assurance, contentment, and peace.

Whether fortunate or unfortunate, 
one need scarcely dwell upon the 
fact so widely proclaimed that this 
old theological rock of ages has 
disappeared. In his Twilight 0/ 
Christianity, Professor Barries has a 
chapter entitled, ‘'Blasting at the 
Rock of Ages”, in which he shows 
how all modern sciences have under
mined this great supposedly' eternal 
rock and the wrhole orthodox scheme 
of salvation has crumbled into dust ; 
and Walter Lippmann, in his Preface 
to Morals, has shown how this old 
theological rock of ages has been 
worn away by the “acids of modern
ity” poured upon it constantly from 
every quarter. Indeed this whole 
theological conception of the world 
is dead. The supernatural has passed 
from the thinking of man. The 
elements of nature have lost their 
personality. The transcendent God 
has disappeared beyond the stellar 
spaces. The whole story of Jesus 
and his cross, to which multitudes 
have clung in desperation, has 
become a religious drama and 
not historical truth. Morality is 
no longer the law' of God, but 
the distilled essence of human 
experience. Man. who was ac
claimed to be little lower than the 
angels, is now considered little higher 
than the apes. And surveying the 
flux of events and the resulting 
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insecurity, one can almost feel that 
Aristophanes meant us when he 
said "Whirl is king, having driven 
out Zeus," Indeed most moderns are 
seriously disturbed by a sense of 
insecurity. The rock of ages, cleft, 
for us, in which we could hide 
ourselves in perfect safety, has 
disappeared. Upon what rock shall 
we build anew? Upon what hasp 
can we establish our hopes, our 
ideals, our morals ?

We should not despise this desire 
for security. It is as natural a< any 
other innate urge. We hud something 
similar to it in the natural world. 
All forces seek a state of equilibrium 
or rest. As the water bubbles from a 
spring on the hillside, it starts flowing 
to a lower level where it can 
find rest. If you dislodge a stone, 
balanced on a hill, it will roll and 
fall until it find- a position of re-1. 
This is also true of the plant and 
animal worlds, as well as of man's 
physical life. We all instinctively 
seek physical security or safety. 
Nothing makes more miserable 
than impending physical davve'-, 
and nothing gives greater soWi'action 
than physical -ecu.rity. It is true of 
the int ell ecl nal life. Great peace of 
mind comes from having An ■licet nal 
questions settled, while our inability 
to reach definite conclusions is pain
ful. It is particularly true in the 
-piriO’al realm, and it is thi-’ which 
ha?. given power to the religion^ oi 
the world. They are practically al! 
de-Dned to bring security Io the 
spirit of man. There is a deep craving 
among men for something permanent 
in the midst of change ; and most 
of the world religions cm.bodv tins 
idea the idira of an eternity of 

security in which change and flux 
have disappeared. God is always 
portrayed as an eternally existent, 
invariable being, in whose presence 
all disturbances vanish and people 
are secure and happy. Thu is why 
religion- are frequently defined as 
mechanisms of escape they are 
escup-.-s a world ol insecurity to 
one of security, an attempt to satisfy 
that natural craving of the human 
-pirit. John Dewey <ays :

Man who lives in a world of hazards 
is compelled to seek for wcurily, lie 
has sought to attain it m two ways. One 
of them began wilh an aitempt m 
propitiate the jwris wh ich were 
supposed to environ him and determine 
his destiny. .. The other course is to 
invent, arts and by thi-iv means turn the 
powers to account. . . .This is the method 
of changing tin- world through action, 
as the other is the method of changing 
the self in itnotion and idea.

The former method largely pre
vailed in tile past, but i< no longer 
tenable or effective. We can no 
longer find security by importuning 
the gods, we must build it for 
ourselves. 'There is no use looking 
wistfully toward the lost absolute, 
eternal security ; the quest must now 
be directed toward giving man and 
his values a secure at-home-ness in 
the world. And if we lose the perns' 
atid content, of the old security, it 
is more than compensated for in the 
thrill and adventure of the quest. 
The way to real happiness is to forget 
about our own security and comfort, 
and throw ourselves actively into the 
maelstrom of modern life ; to choose 
the second of the methods suggested 
by 1 Dr. Dewey and find security 
through changing the world by action 
rather than in trying to change the 
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self through emotion and idea.
There are really two ways of 

viewing life, or rather there are two 
different and almost opposite things 
which we may seek one is security 
with its accompanying monotony and 
the other is adventure with its ac
companying thrill. A certain amount 
of security is well, but we live 
in a world which requires adventur
ous spirits, reckless of their own 
safety and comfort. A world in which 
all people had a sense of security 
would be a static world and life 
would be a dull and monotonous 
thing ; but we live in a world of 
growth, and ii we wish to grow we 
must pay for it the price of security 
and comfort. If there is to be any 
growth, present conditions, present 
theories, present religions- - however 
beautiful, (air, comfortable they may 
be have to be disturbed. tVe are like 
an army on the march. An army usu
ally has an objective, it is going 
somewhere. After a full day's march it 
may pitch its tents, seeking security 
and' rest for the night ; but if 
it should decide some evening that 
security and comfort was the one 
thing henceforth to be sought at the 
price of everything else, there would 
be no more marching, no further 
advance, no new victories, no recon
struction of the affairs of the world. 
But this reconstruction is much more 
important than any one's security 
and comfort. Men who are thus 
engaged never think of security. 
They joyfully make their sacrifices 
and endure their hardships for the 
sake of the ideal end. Thus we may 
forget about security and travel 
through life with the spirit of the 
adventurer and explorer. It is this 

spirit that gives tang to life, but it 
always involves insecurity, hardship, 
suffering. The true adventurer 
accepts these for the sake of the thrill. 
Not only does he accept them, but 
he seeks them. He knows in advance 
that he will be forced to accept suf
fering which will test his physical 
endurance as well as his morale, and 
it is this very test which he seeks 
and enjoys in his determination to 
reach his goal or die in the attempt. 
Is not this the whole of life ? Is not 
life one long adventure, filled with 
possibilities, hopes, lures, idealistic 
purposes ; and is it not these, rather 
than security and comfort, that give 
it zest ?

And for security, albeit of another 
kind, we turn as did the great 
German philosopher. Kant, to the 
starry heavens above and the moral 
law within, that is, to the universe 
and to ourselves. We are an insep
arable part of the universe. We are 
not alien children in a strange and 
foreign land. We are a product the 
natural development of its forces and 
conditions. Everv human function 
Ph ysical, mental, and moral has 
resulted from a constant and success
ful adaptation to natural conditions. 
So this is our natural home, with an 
environment fitted to the achievement 
of our purposes. We are a part of 
the developing process. Out of the 
vital sources of the world we have 
emerged ; and we move as these 
sources move in the great river of 
cosmic being. In us. as in nature, the 
life stream has found its way. We 
are one. this spirit and ourselves. 
In fact, it is in us that this developing 
process has become conscious and 
intelligent on this planet. We now 
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have evolution largely within our 
control. We have learned that the 
ways ol the universe arc comtan:. 
Here indeed i- security, tor we can 
direci them to our own ends. Our 
lives, therefore, have meaning, 
tremendous meaning. It makes a 
difference whether we live or die, 
struggle or surrender, go on or -top ; 
for we are creators of human dcMiny, 
the directors of the stream of life. 
By this me we inspired. By this are 
we consoled, and stirred ; reconciled 
to life and challenged to its la>k. In 
fact, the universe is a rock of ages, 
to which we may cling in perfect 
safety by virtue of our relaliomhip 
to it. Il acts im accordance with the 
laws of cause and effect, and there
fore is absolutely trustworthy and 
dependable. Likewise it is our natural 
home, and therefore suited to the 
working out of our plans and 
purpo-es.

Abo. may we not turn, a- Kant 
suggests, to tile kingdom within, 
when in quest of a rcci< ot ages ' it 
is here that Walter Lippmann would 
have us seek security when he says 
that we mu-t not look to the objective 
world, for security and peace, we must 
turn and look within. As Marcus 
Aurelius declares : ■

A mini 1'ias'. '■tau'i eieci ;ni-l am lie 
?:,k] eric; sv wwis........... 1 Li'ieia i:- iii<-
way nt pi’i'iietinn to live out each day 
as twA k':>L. with w: lever, no torpor, 
and tio acting a carl.

Such a philosophy is not. unworthy 
the attention ol modern man. It. is 
the attitude of the man who say>. 
“Wherever I am and whatever 1 am. 
there 1 «hall keep my divine part 
tranquil," In keeping w it h that 
philosophy man must school himself 

in his desires. He must not become 
the pawn of petty passions or 
whimsical desires. He must learn to 
temper hi' wishes to what lie?, withm 
the realm of possibility. He will take 
the world as if comes with a clear
eyed and >erene acceptance of the 
ultimate facts which he can know, 
and he will endure all the variety and 
complexity of things, refusing to let 
them determine the character of his 
inner life, for here alone is pence and 
poise and security.

So the wise man will lake the world 
as it is, and within himself remain 
quite unperturbed, because he is 
secure in his own mind, lord and 
master of himself. Whether he sees 
the thing a' comedy or tragedy or 
farce, he will affirm that it is what it 
is and that the wise man can enjoy 
it. ’this is no new philosophy. The 
(¡reeks of old taught it through 
Marcus Aurelius and olb.er<. Confu
cius taught il. when he said “ To 
develop the principles of our highest 
nature is to know heaven." Buddha 
declared it. when he said “He who 
is fwiiic- -, imduickk'd, free: him 1 
call a wise man. By reflecting man 
can make Himself tin island which 
no floods cun overwhelm." Manu 
laughi il. when he said " '['lie 
soul itself is its own witr.es> and its 
own refuge." Jesus taught it. when 
he said “ The kingdom of heaven is 
wiinin you”. Thoma> à Kempis 
declared it. when he said “Thou 
oughtest in all diligence to endeavour 
that in every place and in every 
external action and occupation, thou 
mayest be inwardly free and 
droroughly master of tlryself. and 
that all things be under thee, and 
not liiou under them And Emerson

witr.es
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taught it, when he declared "Nothing 
is at last siicred but the integrity of 
your own mind

So in line with the wisdom of the 
age.'-, one can declare to al! modern 
men : .If you widr to find a rock of 
ages, look within. Within yourselt 
i?*  the place of security where you 
can retreat in time of storm. Within 
yourself are the potentialities of 

peace, of power, and of happiness.
Amid till' ci-im-lus less ;md imiuge 

Oi time and friends and ;ill below-- 
A more eUmal life fir know

All, windier dial] our '■[lirits ram;-.:
In Syria, Ind. or Egypt

One amwi-r only have Lin- years
Sent down m banish hopr s and tears- 

Wiihln thvself mast, hi-ttvin }>' ermyh.l.
Thyself witbin 1 Thyself with.'a 1

(1 soul, lind here Ihy strength. thy peare. 
Pray mu tliril loss and dianei.- may retise :

Pray. r;;t:n. r, hlehw Imiph's to wm.

John II. Dietrich

A DREAM INTERPRETED
| In our July issue ip. 31b; a dream experience was puttied under Ute cap

tion " Can you explain ? ’’ I lore is one attempt at. inlet pt elation ; we draw our read
ers' attention to our remarks ott p. 434. Eds. i

The dream concerns deep unconscious 
conflict in a time of doubt and bar. 
The tree is that which heats the fruit 
of I'ndcistandiiig, of Secret Wisdom, 
lake the ancient Moon Tree it is guard
ed by the hydra-headed beast.

Xo doubt the rccem demise of the 
lather created an extremely difficult 
situation for the dreamer. Perhaps he 
had to give up all that he hoped to 
attain hy way of education and shoulder 
a burden of unexpected responsibility 
for which hr- h.-.d no training. At limts 
this will have seemed more than he 
could bear, lie will have fell much 
inclined to resign himself to depression.

However he r■ niggled bravely on. Mr. 
Lazarus has b-.-en a friend indeed. He 
is a iieic fi'ten i. His occurrence in the 
dream shows 1:‘>s. but also implies that, 
the qualiims of character found in Mr 
Lazarus havt been awakened in the 
dreamer. It n these newly discovered 
(giaiities in Imm.yli that have sustaim'd 
him in liis combat with the monster. 
The name Lazarus is associated with the 
idea, of “ rr'urrection from the dead." It 
points I he truth that out of darkness 
Light comes, out of the grave, new Life.

The monster is the poisonous longing 
to return to a -date of irresponsibility, to 

complete dependence. This is insidious 
and terrifies us all. Il must be combated 
ailli courage and good will. Mr. Lazarus 
first spins mid later slays the beast. Yci. 
there is tutor on awakening. Why the 
terror ? C:ni the di-ad thing rise and 
strike again ? I think it is heie the 
teaching of the dream is found.

Possibly the dreamer has come to rely 
a little too much on Mr. Lazarus as a 
result of his own feeling of inadequacy. 
The drcam [mints out that the qualities 
he admires so much m his good friend 
are ako wit I ¡in him. He has clotii- well, 
and has developed in himself' an unsus
pected com age. pat ii-nce and possibly 
acumen of which he may not m lx- fully 
conscious. He is being urged lo accept 
his Karma cheerfully, even joyfully as 
signal that he is worth testing and 
relining and is strong enough to bear it. 
He is to know that the monster is with
in himself, and is to face it calmly with
out fear in the assurance that if. with 
Mr. Lazarus at his ude. he takes the 
sword of discriminat ion and acts fear
lessly according to his vision of Trillh he 
will not only defeat the monste*-.  he will 
absorb its strength, and cannot, fail to 
reach the fruit of his desire.

London T. X.
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AT THE FEET OF THE MASTERS'

[Professor D. S. Sarma, Principal of the Government Arts College, Rajali- 
munelry, is the author of several volumes which interpret ancient. Indian thought to 
the modern world. Among them is A i'liiw of Hinduism. Me is also the trans
lator of the Gita and the, K(ilhi>pmi.Giad. Recently iic has collected his lccturiis 
on the Gila delivered in 1933-6 which are published by Sjt. N, Subba Rau Pantulu, 
President of the Rajahmundry Hindu Samtij.- Eos. i

The Upanishads, as pointed out by 
W. B. Yeats in his Preface, literally 
mean tile wisdom learnt at the feet of 
the masters. It is well known that they 
are the Himalayan peaks of Indian 
religious thought. Just as the great 
mountain range to the north of India 
determines the climate, the laintall and 
the physical features of the peninsula, 
so do these heights of wisdom determine 
the scope and the quality of the 
spiritual life of the races inhabiting it. 
They form, of course, the primary 
scriptures of Hinduism. All our other 
sacred books the Dharma Sastras, the 
two Epics, the Puranas, the Darsanas, 
the Agamas and even the immortal Gita 
are only derivatives from the Upani- 
shads. It should also be noted that the 
Upanishads rep re sent the first emergence 
in India of a universal, spiritual 
Religion of the Sages from the local 
and traditional religion of the priests, 
'('here have been five or six movements 
of a similar character in the long 
history of Hinduism covering a period 
of about forty centuries, and as India 
is on the crest of such a wave to-day she 
is in a much better position now. than 
a generation or two ago. to understand 
the deep import and al! the implications 
of the message of the Upanishads and 
would welcome any good and reliable 
translation of those scriptures. Espe
cially in the present stale of the 
" civilized ” world in which the law of the 
jungle prevails among Christian nations 
and savage passions rule the policies of 
some of their countries, the. message 

should be cherished by us as our inalien
able possession-■ more valuable Lous 
than all their machinery, their markets 
and their empiies.

What exactly is that message’J In 
(he literature of later Vedanta it is 
slated in the form of a hundred different 
formulas, more often cryptic and 
repellent, it must he confessed, than pro
found and helpful. Amidst these loud 
speakers, gramophone records and 
machine voices one is more bewildered 
than elevated, sadly missing the original 
living accent of the forests. A great 
mystic experience transliguring the world 
of man into an absolute Reality, 
carrying with it its iwti sense of 
certitude and providing a solution for 
all problems of life is reduced to mere 
catchwords and dead formulas.

What distinguishes the experience of 
the Seers of the Upanishads from that 
of the other religious teachers of the 
world is their intense awareness of the 
Universal Spirit not as an anthropo
morphic God creating and destroying 
worlds at will and sitting in angry 
judgment upon the sins of men or 
granting easy salvation to those who 
helieve in Him or His deputy, but as 
the eternal Being manifesting itself in 
various degrees through all things and 
creatures in the time-process. Eor them 
the spiritual evolution of the universe 
resulting in the increasing triumph of 
spirit over matter was a tremendous 
fact. For them not only does one 
touch of Nature make all the world 
kin but also one touch of Spirit makes 

11 T!ii- Tin IGlncipul G prniisliails- put. into English by SiutEE PiuOHiT Swami and 
W, B. Yeats, tFaber and Faber. London. 7s. (id.)
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all the world one, To gaze steadily at 
this world of names and forms till 
diversity yields to unity, and ap]>carance 
yields to reality was the endeavour of 
these Rishis, For them the Absolute, 
the One without a second in the back
ground, as it were, of eternity is the same 
as the evolving spirit in the foreground 
of Time manifesting itself in many a 
beautiful form crystal, flower, bird, 
woman and revealing at every turn 
a new scale of values to the mind of 
man in science, art, morality and rrli- 
gion. It is this identity that they pro
claimed in their famous utterances ■ 
That an Thou, This Self is the /Absolute. 
I am Brahman. They were, of course, 
as aware as anybody else that man, 
though he is the roof and crown of 
evolution, is still millions of miles away 
from Deity more distant in a way than 
the earth is from the fixed stars. But 
they did perceive, as t.he author of the 
Katlit)paniidiad puts it. : 1L Whatever is 
here, the same is there ; whatever is 
there, the same is hi're." They saw the 
the goal, and they saw the way. and 
they girded their loins to reach it for 
themselves and for their race.

But more important for our purposes 
to-day is lhe application by the lafer 
sages of this profound vision of 
the Seers of the Upanishads to the 
problems of life. 1 f it is accepted that 
the universe is one vast amphitheatre 
in which we witness, on ever-ascending 
scales of being, the triumph, of spirit 
over iorm, of Atman over Anatnian. 
progressing from minerals to plants, 
from plants to animals, from animals 
to men and from men to super Men. 
we are provided with a standard or 
a guiding principle by which we can 
judge not only individuals but also 
societies and civilizations. 'The history 
of Hinduism gives us a most interesting 
example of a resolute attempt !- though 
alas, unsuccessful 1 made by a race t.o 
plan its society and civilization on this 
principle. The Hindu enics describe the 
triumph of a simple moral cause over 
a highly equipped but grossly immoral 
machinery of states ruled by tyrants, 
Ti is not without a purpose that Val- 

miki and Vyasa emphasize the wealth 
and the pomp, the palaces and the 
pleasure gardens, the armaments and the 
feats of valour of the rulers of 
Lanka and I lastinapura. And the aim 
of the writers of Hindu Puranas is 
obvious when they described the four 
ages of human history as those in which 
the Cow of Dharma—national right
eousness walked on four feet or three 
or two or one. Similarly, the Hindu 
Dharmasastras describe the ideal pattern 
of society to winch they exhorted the 
peoples to conform as one consisting of 
four classes of increasing spirituality— 
labourers, farmers, administrators and 
teachers and the ideal pattern of 
individual life as one consisting of four 
stages again of increasing spirituality ■ 
the student, the citizen, the. recluse 
and the sage. Thus the evolution of 
the individual and tin- society was plan
ned on the- principie implicit in the evo
lution of the world. Our poets, law
givers and siatesmen of the later ages 
tried to follow humbly in the footsteps 
of the Rishis of the Upanishads whose 
commanding vision of the universe is 
the clue to t.hi■ civilization of ancient 
India. Our so-called asrama-dharma, 
varna-dharma, rajya-dharma and yuga- 
dharrna are only different applica
tions of the same principle. In the 
ideal society and the ideal state, as 
in the ideal life of the individual, 
the lower values of spirit should 
always give place to the higher values, 
and the higher values, while protecting 
the lower ones, should ever Ire on the 
lookout and work for the emergence 
of still higher values.

It is this teaching of the Upanishads 
that in our opinion the civilized world 
should more deeply ponder at the pre
sent day than the points of similarity 
suggested by Mr. Yeats in his Preface 
between the Upanishadic view of the Self 
and the theories of modern psychic 
research or the vagaries of modern sym
bolist literature of Europe or America. 
The diderence between the doctrine of 
an all-coinprehensire Absolute, of which 
the individual self is only a pale, passing 
reflection, and the doctrine of an all- 
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abseitbÍHg bidilidiad .le/’i. ie linee íniiei< s. 
ei'ci nhicihes c>id sabini .py il sci m.'.i 
indinéis cae l.> he siedi, d
ce), raid dlh;i¡;e;i is te; .ife-A es t!e die 
ti.iiee belatili lite licei eliti lia. Ifm.L 
T!i? former 1íshI< in to ihs- hvimf v.;:?. :>. 
ihu k'.'.mr only lo a mirtiye whicli Links 
likc water. ln.it ¡s only ih<- oí :.hc
desert. (Jal t>f tlm oxtiyo-Tutio!1 oí 
worlh and impilitele;' oí [lie iwii\ idt’al 
can copie otile <¡ fifi . violi iiiy s\ 
VXploii ni ir >■ i.

'Ehe’i' llave bií-ti <ri eral l ra; i-1;i] 
of ihc Uyamshads mío Ene’ L! '■ tiv 
Elidid ami Lidian écholms. Tb.>-.- oí 
Max Miiller ii'iri 1 tumi' ;iru pr>v,- muli 
known. Mr. Yeats riifh’dy objicis tu 
tlií- .mi ir i i’.'il ed '-lylc ami ibc cm : 'sbiblc 
Etiplis.h oí ■sortii' oí lili so. ! I. r r re i;..

Cwid i;iti:i:<í'd n• o11 ■■:. bini . usted 
v.-ords ; coa'ti iiolvelo: pitras,. órlan 
di si o r: ir >íi s oí urinal arai E11 ■ 11 i <r 1 ' unid 
muddles. mandili; bu I.o 1 Veii'y :md Enu 
S'ioih. rr'pri-en*  wltai erres t ; I 'a ni ■ re x;my 
thíUisriniL r-í v-rv' asi'. v’'V 'bi lí- di-mitl 
finis siili; tn-d::.u ?

And so wiib ibo colkiboi or ion oí 
Fillodi Swarni lie lifs Lri’i’cid o:1' ;i 
Iiew transí al ion oí tilo i.'nani sitado. vj ij:’’i 
lis Emilish nro<e o b.contl lili nraise. 
beimi simple, idiomatic rimi rby!brmeni. 
Leí lis yive a ít w specimuns :

uer dirai a ikrirrb. is known ;;s etr-k: r o: 
past, arid rimiro, whtii unire a, lìa-n- tu 
ferir ’J That e si li.

Seti is ll'.e waii otta li i'.i'ims ilio t tu; i :; : ri ■-
from b'rnkiiie in. Da y ami oidi' fio n:f. e,,
near Iliru, nor air.r- r tot (It'jilh. rior era:.
nor itood. me ei:’. Sia teme snay notn
Him : fur spii'it know -. ìio ori.

Self is tile bricite. When intuì cim-i-s
that ¡iilioic r: ? brut. rie -unii . :l -imi.
he aliai! he well : it ìml’oepu la ■lai’! b-'
happy. When he i ros.,es tltrit br-iEi'.
it lie nie'it. It >h:il! èv day ; l'or hi rv n is
all i ti iti if alwtiv-.

Heaven ¡a Io: the se ■ hai ai e me a rs
of tl'.etvelvcs Tlluv crii: movi- aiiyvl'crc
in the- world at their pii'VU1T.

Or a.L-aim

He who niaki s l! io sua rpe end set,
to whom ml pnv: : s do l'nmm-, [I. tha:
has no rrliistt:r. that. is Sull.

Thri'. whiefi i s tiere. r - h.m ria r : ht-r-.-
after is liete. I le Il Ilo (hmks ri.rie: ise
n Hilders froth death lo tienili.

When that ni.'ison In ilio Erari no Ine-

.XII ibi- i< excel li i il and mves the 
reader soiric idea of (he beanlv of the
mw:a'. Eli i :i lumi¡¿ili>r'< 11: M; v

1'1- l :v: r'-:sr-1 j- .1 1 ■''ÌI?11Ì,Ì mi! otily
r:.1 im'c ri r'ì VÍ-ÜTV. ine bu '. lì Iso true

jì'.\ .. i:’ 'i' Th.-- 11 -r.-L- Ili ■ bis been
'j\ j<; -1 J ’ i ■ -.. ;r.i lW<). X 1r.. xl'i.tl!-- coti-rJ l '.->k - ne kn mt-; an an-k ri! : ila! so bis

v. i. > í j : ih- .■) sv;
■urv.f v,¿¡s

. i b -.il 1;
k.L 1

¡e Emdish. •■V' 11 1Ì71S ](
| . ' (if ' '[> Í. ' ' i:?k; ìl;ì\ ir. i'nrohi;

S?.’?!!! t. V,r¡r-i ! <f ¡Í V.v? ÌVidì K: mm, and
;< thhl l !iu ¡ Í11TV Litio)? wtis

ali: l n llm ( .tí H:v! 1. Wu lean 1 lo noie
1 ho la. a'i t'íis i Vii 1divi larviti bis

. !ui y : !> ’-l,, 1- ■ Mtcìut iiy trs t!3,, {. ■l'inr. In
<( ' vi' ' a 1 [dace Eiiwin;illMcH lib. -las have
!': v" 1 '1 1 ,1 midi tile levi. ¡'■c ri ader
ivvps lo l'.rii ni wkat ■ Iv 1 ¡le .'i.klic’lt
l'md - ?yi ;vi d mu wk ,1 T li!1 1 ÙJ >'ail Swami
j]’.!:.T ■ M< T- i l. Í.I ! l':- i'.ì V'l ' ,'ì ! ’v ìiWin-

In ftlv A' 'Vi/mhrYi■w! timo. ■ Ì'VC
EKllti [ ;i'; bau imi ibe v . ] <• V '¡ií )'-<•
i linai ip is “ !<t)(?iy' Tl -ìil ;ìs
iìrtitn min. i mi ihr-rt wìii..il t bis world
ru ■ ■e" B. ;i it is H mid; ih'! thus

" T ;ó vie is Spi rii ; lint what sets
Mi1,' v ìi M ri ¡! V ¡lie cai A; atii in tlìc
Ke'ilit’haiìifh■m! I. li ¡ T lie killer
iit'.lf W d ÌL- v r^f. rii fi TV ■L And
Irtioiv Ihal Ihe All MI 1vi 1 jrh is the
m -'ir , of op a.iriim; tilt ■ ite rtial world and

,..J, , E ila L fe i1!] viritim of i‘. o hidden
in Mi- ■ QVi- of 'die heart But it. is
! '¡l’i'V immitik.l th,is ■L 1miri ’he rock
íiíiM e<Kicu?r 11 lVIÙ aS[] ieri wm! ■E. Imiten.
[ÍH- Mili?-. CTV c ont of t ili- c :ìvlt :i." A<mn
■ivv;ti do thè CI :L Ili tl-li- s:¡ me- ! 'panishm!
il rerc is ati i:ì;cresi ine v< i se whieii difìtii's 
Yo-vi " They cali it ì’oop, this iìini 
brilli ri r e back ai Ih-' m'Tls-i s. 'Eli un noe 
sh.icld r-. co licer. one-alf. for Yuan corius 
ami prie-c" Fai it is bere tratmipled inlo 
“ meni hi ime tèe Constant coni rol of 
.a tei'. Whr a l’m' conditine h vuoim i 
thè Yard cali rio no ivrorte. Hcfom it 
is ri ached Yuan sceme lepori miri 
disamori " Otre more exam]i!c. Bill il 
is fini- which takes ilio readcr's brcalh 
away. In ilio Mi{i!dcl''.!ni::ishcd 

i P{. 1.3? ’E' obvions meatiinir of thè 
wr is ■' W:" a thè seer sere t:w Lord 
of file colili n Ime. thè creator, thè
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peison. da- sutiree di' Brahma. idem 
bi-ing a kiiowei, lk sliakcs olì' gootl ami 
cvif. Ix-ù imes s'i il it ili and a'dams 
su[iremo ideiili:y." Tìm ts iraiisiui., 
In-it? thus : ' '".'heti dii- sago mei-is
spini, phallus a:id v.’iiat il. eiiivrs, good 
silici civil clbkip]km. tiu.y itti- ii'iu." V-/-.- 
rub :>:¡r i-yes riti-.' asl: OLirsi-lvi-s !)ocs 
rnji l’un lini Swami know di: il ‘ Brabina- 
Toni ' meniis ' Uk- sonici? dì lirahma, 
die iìist of die Gods ' '' Or lias Ile linci 
belare ìlici a biffi leni i cading noi 
generally known ?

These ex:un]iles dìow lliai lilis rendei - 
ing oí lili- l'panishads b\ Mr. Teals ami 
Burohit Svenni b often very iinrel ini ile, 
however good il. may be t'.s a piece of 

English piosc. Also, we cannot under
stand wiiat prompt cd (hese translators 
to a.d iyt. coturaiy to all precedent, such 
(pa er ? -ii-llings as Wedas for Vedas, 
Emlayawaikya for Yagnavaikya, 
\\ aanili wa tor \'am:idev:i. Especially, 
die spelling Wedas i< ludicrous, it 
seems io suggest some primitive tribes 
rai.iiev than the sacn.-d books of die i lin
ens.

in conclusion, we may say that the 
■only iisefni purpose dial this translation 
oi the- i paii¡shads will serve will be dial 
it wui prove a tich ijtiarry Ini' a future 
tram.kilm' who aims ai both faiihftil- 
m ss io the original arid the purity of 
living liiiglwh.

D. S. Sarma

GURUS AND GURUS-
Theie is no one, great or sma1; who 

docs not harbour some illusimis. Sucrati-- 
bad liis : lie thought that, du: bwl oi what 
he said was inspired by his da-mom: so 
.Napoleon 'he dreamed that peace could 
only be had under the shadow of (he 
sword ; and so Ibsen the imagined that 
(kid had created him to write social 
plays-. Obviously, without some sort :d 
ilki.-mm gi eat creative spirits call!’.':! 
function. Nor their spiritual sustcmmc1.' 
they seem to nei-d chima’ras.

1 Ikw fei Smw úí /.m A Cr'mi-fGPmpnw. By Siu Swami Sivaxaniia
SbA’.-'i'-'V ,\T i • Ì'PÌL Ain. GlklL .!J. U:-.

...aV .1mm ; i m, .'.b ■ ; m; .V- N,.m. By C. B. Bi iiuoM. W i i 11 a re
N Nurgale. bid.. [.onduli. ths. lii/.s

,S;f ; ¡íh Be swami G h ama?, am ua. Ramakrishna
Maiii, Mylaimv. Mndms. Ik-, if ' '

So S'.™.’ií nCmemmr. Be I in A! M lamí. C. 1 ’A nt: K11. ( Sri Bliagwat-Diiartiia 
Mh-riu i louse. Rajkot, locum Rs. 5-1

But wkh the passage of time ail 
il ins inns vanish, and among them the 
illusion that the All Eathe-r camoi do 
without certain men. Gogol, who had 
fane« d that he had Im n ''chasin'' for 
11 is liar!icular task, btrnnl the sveomi 
volume of ins best work before his death. 
Ibi-en felt the rami' way. Jn mriim-uii 
with fail. Ari siemi-d to him. lowai (is 
die end of bis career, a beaut iin! lie.

Now, mmni.g the inmiy illusions 1 have 
been cm-rmiing was this one. I was 
under the minrei-smn that m iridia, mid

in India alone, meri thd not tral'iìc iti 
< tu ih. in oikcr words, I was fiilly per- 
siiaded lhai iile conniry's Sadlius and
Swam re genuine folk. But now I
know 1 ii.'iU-ir. I lind to my sorrow (hat
the pl ;icc ]>; littered with fakes.

Oi HUTS in tilia case, America has
liecil Civ \ iilaiti oi the piece. She is
cursed wiu 1 Ihe Midas-loucii. Every-
ihiTig ÍI pproaches is somehow ti a tis
furniv- 1 Lille ; glittering dollars. It is sad

ha- , ; 1 Tif ci mi css that she lias begun
to inai ui fa:.'tare at an alarming rate
Sadlm 5 RJÌÙ Saints and Swamis. Was it
m.-i. Mr. Àli-mkeii who, speaking of a 
cert (im tu ,! n m the States, was forced 
(a my ? ■ " fl consists of nothing but fat 
Swamis and kh Widows : each group
imiten-, c pi-ii ihe other." Now this
might I;;- toil table, but America has
In.-gim to export these, ready-made
a. ii-pi ! came across some last year.
They mi a marvel. They combine
commerce v, ah spirituality. There was
one. lor mslii’ice, who for a guinea
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he said was inspired by his da-mom: so 
.Napoleon 'he dreamed that peace could 
only be had under the shadow of (he 
sword ; and so Ibsen the imagined that 
(kid had created him to write social 
plays-. Obviously, without some sort :d 
ilki.-mm gi eat creative spirits call!’.':! 
function. Nor their spiritual sustcmmc1.' 
they seem to nei-d chima’ras.

1 Ikw fei Smw úí /.m A Cr'mi-fGPmpnw. By Siu Swami Sivaxaniia
SbA’.-'i'-'V ,\T i • Ì'PÌL Ain. GlklL .!J. U:-.

...aV .1mm ; i m, .'.b ■ ; m; .V- N,.m. By C. B. Bi iiuoM. W i i 11 a re
N Nurgale. bid.. [.onduli. ths. lii/.s

,S;f ; ¡íh Be swami G h ama?, am ua. Ramakrishna
Maiii, Mylaimv. Mndms. Ik-, if ' '

So S'.™.’ií nCmemmr. Be I in A! M lamí. C. 1 ’A nt: K11. ( Sri Bliagwat-Diiartiia 
Mh-riu i louse. Rajkot, locum Rs. 5-1

But wkh the passage of time ail 
il ins inns vanish, and among them the 
illusion that the All Eathe-r camoi do 
without certain men. Gogol, who had 
fane« d that he had Im n ''chasin'' for 
11 is liar!icular task, btrnnl the sveomi 
volume of ins best work before his death. 
Ibi-en felt the rami' way. Jn mriim-uii 
with fail. Ari siemi-d to him. lowai (is 
die end of bis career, a beaut iin! lie.

Now, mmni.g the inmiy illusions 1 have 
been cm-rmiing was this one. I was 
under the minrei-smn that m iridia, mid

in India alone, meri thd not tral'iìc iti 
< tu ih. in oikcr words, I was fiilly per- 
siiaded lhai iile conniry's Sadlius and
Swam re genuine folk. But now I
know 1 ii.'iU-ir. I lind to my sorrow (hat
the pl ;icc ]>; littered with fakes.

Oi HUTS in tilia case, America has
liecil Civ \ iilaiti oi the piece. She is
cursed wiu 1 Ihe Midas-loucii. Every-
ihiTig ÍI pproaches is somehow ti a tis
furniv- 1 Lille ; glittering dollars. It is sad

ha- , ; 1 Tif ci mi css that she lias begun
to inai ui fa:.'tare at an alarming rate
Sadlm 5 RJÌÙ Saints and Swamis. Was it
m.-i. Mr. Àli-mkeii who, speaking of a 
cert (im tu ,! n m the States, was forced 
(a my ? ■ " fl consists of nothing but fat 
Swamis and kh Widows : each group
imiten-, c pi-ii ihe other." Now this
might I;;- toil table, but America has
In.-gim to export these, ready-made
a. ii-pi ! came across some last year.
They mi a marvel. They combine
commerce v, ah spirituality. There was
one. lor mslii’ice, who for a guinea
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promised to transform elderly Engiidi- 
women into sweet maidens of sixteen. It 
was freely said during the n-cent 
Congress oi Faiths in Bindon that or? 
or two Americanized Indians were living 
to convert it. into a sort of glonlied 
Barnum's. Of course the tricks adopwd 
by these men are very difficult la dituct. 
They seem to have succeeded m wor
shipping God and Mammon at die same 
time.

Here is a case in point. This ¡s what 
Swami Sivananda Saiaswati -ays in the 
dedication to fiis latest masterpiece. 
Suit li’«ys iur it should he ' ffi ' | 
Snm.-.s.s in. LiU’ tind (did ctdii-air.m :

Om. Dedicated to Ib.ose who want, to lime 
success in lite, who ucsirc to i lie a ■; i e ■ 'heir 
income. 1 heir working and raining rapw 
cities, who lone to have a happier and 
broader Lili.-, wh.ii an, ragur to it w-mji I'.e.ir 
memory, will and ooncen nation oral mill i- 
vate virtues and itadicali- tieguiivv <|;;;iii 1 ics 
and who eventnal'y want io have Dod- 
Realisation. Om.

Need I say more-1 Can tht.ru be a 
better melange of tile Dollar and the 
Almighty 'J Jesus spoke of giving lo 
Caesar the tilings that were Ctesatand 
to God (lie tilings that were God's, lint, 
of course, lie had never been to Ametica 
and knew nothing of modern business 
methods '

If Swami Sivananda Saraswati is all 
sawdust, the case of Shri Mcher Baba 
is more complicated. He says he is 
'God.' We must not be rivet-awed. A 
Negro divine Isas been saying the saila
thing. but. has been found to be an 
escaped convict 1 The fact is. to-day. as in 
the time of the Pioplu.-i of Galilee, there 
is a long and growing list, of claimant*-  
to tile throne of the Aln'ighty. Like llie 
Jews oi old, we refuse to biliive untd 
we see ‘signs.' That is fair only nw'hid 
of finding out the- truth. lint tviii tl'n.i 
we shall have ova doubts ; tor smithing 
deep down within u< tells us that it is 
only out conciil that makes us think 
that God ever incarnates llimmif mm 
man. Why should He? To say that a 
particular person is God is the pe-iult;- 
mate sin. Either all of us art' divine, or 
none at. all. But there certainly are 
great good spirits. Is Shri Muller Baba 

one of these ? Mr. Purdom, who ap
peals to have been in quest of the Snark 
and the Botham all his life-, calls him a 
" Perfect Mastei " but, unfortunately, 
the new slar he adores collapses under 
scrutiny into star-dust.

The oniy way of finding out tile value 
oi anything is to compare new with old. 
Det us put Mr. Baba by the side of 
Ramakrishna.

Tin re ai e ceriain resemblanci s between 
the. two. Belli are of humble origin : 
both have had. if I may so call it, a 
theosophical oatln-.'ik ; both ere >aid to 
have heahd sick souls, though neither 
appeals to have had much icgaid for 
miracles ; anil both have believed lave 
(o be the Drily panacea for tire ills of 
this world. But the dil'feiences between 
llie two nicii are profound and tevealing. 
Mr. Baba w a ptoduct of our civiliza
tion. well- vet *ed  in philosophical and 
dialectical subtleties ; Ramakrishna was 
an unlettered man who worked solely by 
intuitions. Again, tin one is all " I. I. T; 
while tile 'ir.lik-1' reduced -self to a zero. 
Further. Ranvakrislina had a horror of 
anything that shackled the spirit of 
man : it was theiefore that he did not 
toutKi any society or mission ; Mr. Baba 
is a little mattinel who allows no devia
tion irom Ju. rules he lays down. And 
then, Ramaktishna had about, him 
someth mg nt lite incalculabilit y ol a 
genius ; Mr. Baba reminds us of a 
character out oi .Miss Sitwell's Eit'iimh 
rd:':‘:nlri<s. ill’ makes plans and im
mediately abandons them; he asks for a 
glass of hot milk jiist as the train is 
about to stun ; he arrives m one country 
and straightway prepares to leave for 
anothei ; and so on, and so on. Mr. 
Baba goes to cinemas and theatres : he 
enjoys the blare of publicity ; he loves 
to mingle with the “Great and the 
Powerful." including Hollywood Stars. 
Then- is nothing here in common be
tween lum and Ramakrishna. Finally, 
Mt. Baba is always saying that he is 
going Tt> reveal many spiritual truths, 
but when the time comes he temporises. 
Ramakrishna, on the other hand, always 
spoke in hints and parablew merely 
laying ban- the texture of his thought.

tht.ru
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Rut enough I Mr. Baba is a highly 
educated man who has adopted the role 
of '' Messiah " as a stunt ; Ramakrishna 
was an evolved spirit, ever seeking to 
unite man with his Creator. Mr. Baba 
would have, done well to have adopted 
the career of a philosophical writer, for 
he has considerable attainments in that 
dtfection ; but when he tries to pose as 
another Buddha or Jesus, one is com
pelled to cal! him a charlatan,

I am sorry for Mi. Purdom. His 
book is all lemonade.

It. appears that biographers apart 
from a select few -are like childnn who 
delight in fire-works, Mr. Manilal 
Parekh has sent, up the rocket of Sri 
Swami Natayami. To convert a mole
hill into a mountain is, as Silvain Levi 
once said to me, a peculiarly Indian 
habit. Not only Indian, I should like 

to add : it clings to him who has been 
Indianized. We in Europe prefer to see 
things in their right proportions.

Realistically considered, Sri Swami 
Na ray ana was neither a prophet, nor a 
seer, nor a “ Messiah," lie was, like Raja 
Ram Mohan Roy, with whom he was con
temporaneous, a gieal social reformer. 
His life is fascinating, but this is not 
clue to th.c art. of his biographer. He 
has even buried his subject under a load 
of iearning.

Personally, 1 think Sri Swami Nara- 
yana's name and work will endure when 
more noisy figures have disappeared. He 
did much to improve the lot of his 
fellow beings. I wish his life had been 
written by some one who undetstood the 
effect of chiaroscuro. Daubing is not 
painting.

Sl’ZtNXE SlIAHANJ

WARS MUSI' COME, TilJA
Of these two books, both putting for

ward plans for the avoidance of war, 
the first is the more profound and 
thought-provoking, the. second, within its 
narrower frame of reference, the more 
successfully-done /od.

Mr. Murry, m j'Ac AMes.shy ej 
Pacifism, gives us frequent irrele
vant references to his own spiritual 
travails, to the circumstances in which 
he arrived, not only at the beliefs ex
pressed in this latest book but at other 
beliefs expressed in former books. He 
gives a too prolonged exposit ioti of a 
certain brand of Morris-tmged Social
ism which he has lately evolved, and 
which he tells us is a necessary condition 
of Pacifism. ( I find myseif inclined to 
cry, A plague on these little overlapping 
self-conscious 'groups,' 'centres’! Why 
can’t .Mr. Murry just quietly join 
the Peace Pledge ( mimi and be done 
with it ?! He gives also too much space 
to the opinions he considers Christ 
would have held on various events 

* T>ie Xi eissit v o} Pm iniiii. Bv J. Mipoleton XIi'ictY. 
3s. M.) ' '

The Dtfciice oj Ike Empire. By Sill N'ORMAN Ancell. 
don. 6s.)

on, in particular, the Cromwellian Revo
lution. We all know, of course, that .Mr. 
Murry is an authority on the mind of 
Christ, but an impression is gained from 
these pages of a less than strict scrupu
lousness in the application of certain of 
his Master's sayings. There is a wobble 
in intellectual integrity.

But. these remarks made, I would like 
to insist that in the end Mr. Murry 
brilliantly and persuasively presents his 
case : the case for non-resistance in the 
coming war. The last chapter, headed 
The Lmplieaiiiins oj Pacifism is 
admirable. 'I'herc is a lucidity about it, 
a iogic, a force, found nowhere else in 
the book. In this chapter the pure 
Pacifist will iind his own attitude clearly 
embodied, while those moving towards 
the Pacifist position, but still shaky, 
will receive vigorous help. In it too 
are certain apt and salutary reminders 
of a political nature : the present neces
sities of Germany are pointed out ; the 
privileges which the British Empire still

; .Jon a lb an Cep.', London.

(Hamish Hamilton, Lon-
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altords to its citizens buL which it will 
>0011 iriuvitably have to deny them ¡such 
as that of being a Pacifist l.i ; the 
treacheries of " Versailles " ; the con
nection bciween Capitalism and Fascism. 
For this chapter alone, and ¡or 
the superb and moving quotation, in an 
earlier chapter, from a letter of D. H. 
Lawrence wrilti-ii m Ibid but stagger
ingly relevant to 1937. the book is valu
able.

In niy short space it. is impossible 
to deal as 1 should like with the many 
ccuiiiiniK questions which Mr. Murry 
raises throughout ; with the many near 
truths which he states and which, m a 
way. are more maddening than the state
ments ot complete ignorance. 1 would 
only implore him to go fmtlHT still 
into the investigation of the “ inhuman 
system" he deplores, which not only 
compels populations to periodic, slaugh
ters bul during these intervals called 
*' peace " keeps millions undernourished 
in a world of abounding plenty. Surely if 
he docs go further he will come out al 
the discoveiy that beyond Workers, 
beyond Capitalists, beyond Pmliamt-nts, 
beyond all clames and all governments 
stand the Banking Fraternity the 
Money Monopolists and that it is I hey 
who are resjaHisible lor the " inhuman 
system." I'nt.il Money is the servant 
of the Motion and not its ntasicr. until, 
in other wnrtis, Credit is socialized 
land nothing else but Credit need he 
socialized: there will come- wars. By 
all means kt us be- tntri-rcsistc: s in the 
next one ; let us allow the Germans to 
grab our Empire 'and our markets and 

our trade 1 ; but also let us realize the 
full implications oi that couise. Almost 
certainly we shall avoid being bomb
ed and gassed to death, but wa
sh a 11 not avoid being starved to 
death. And if we decide that the 
latter is the lesser evil, it does after all 
remain an evil. Why nor. choose life? 
Why not perinaueni peace together wilh 
prosperity mid liberty ? These things 
are perfectly attainable. Mot, I fear, 
though, by Mr. Murry's path.

And still less by Sir Morman 
Angcli's -by that path so consistently 
advocated, and here again advocated in 
The Deioiee t>l the Empire, and which is 
that, of course, of an all-powerful 
League. For how can we keep going 

let alone establish a good Eam/x-cm 
system, a good World system, when each 
.Vtdimoil <ystem is rotten J All the 
same, what an excellent book this is 
within its limits. Ilow comfortably we 
breathe its air. Here are no gropings into 
realms psychological or economic. Mo big 
near-( ruths. Only small whole truths. 
Political iaels. Every one should read it 
who wants a concise, a revealing re
sume of BiitiMi foreign policy during 
the last decade or so. Only extreme 
Tories will be disturbed by it or attempt 
to dispute its conclusions. It is cohesive, 
it is well-informed, it is fully documented. 
And if the causes of Fascism are left 
wholly unexplained, certain of the results 
of Fascism could not lx*  better present
ed. I must single for special praise 
the chapter headed B'/iy the Xm John 
Hull ?

Irene Rathbone
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SAYINGS OF CONFUCIUS
" Analects," meaning selected pieces or 

a collection of extracts, is the name given 
by Legge io the Lun Yii, which is liter
ally " Discursive Sayings." '1'he work 
consists for the most part of casual 
utterances by Confucius and answers to 
his disciples' questions ; there is very 
little that can projxTly be called dialogue 
or conversation. And this fact certainly 
tends to strengthen our conlidence in 
the genuine nature of the work, which 
is believed to have been compiled many 
years after the Sage's death, probably 
not by any of his own disciples, but 
by members of a third generation ; for 
lengthy conversations are not likely to 
have been recorded, whereas short, pithy- 
sayings may very well have been noted 
at the time, and afterwards transmitted 
either in writing or by word of mouth 
to posterity. In one case at least we 
are explicitly told that the disciple Tzu 
Chang wrote the master's words down 
on his sash.

However it may have come into exist
ence, or assumed its present form, this 
collection of sayings clearly reveals a 
mind that has reflected long and deeply 
on the principles and right conduct of 
life. Whether Confucius ever built up 
a comprehensive system of philosophy 
may be open to doubt. Nothing of the 
sort has survived in writing. Most of 
his teaching, like that of Socrates, seems 
to have been imparted orally to 
his followers, though with less oppor
tunity for discussion on their part. On 
the other hand, the sayings which have 
Deen preserved, wise and penetrating as 
they are, may represent only chips from 
the Master’s workshop ; he himself ii'.- 
sisted that a single principle ran through 
all his teaching, and he might be dis
mayed if ht*  knew he was to he judged 
by a number of stray aphorisms. Such 
as it is, however, the Lu» Yii must re
main the only really trustworthy source 
of information that we possess about 
what Confucius actually said and taught. 

Other works, such as the Family Sayings, 
the Classic of Filial Piety, and parts of 
the Look of Fites, are not only the pro
ducts of a later age but show unmis
takable signs of having been composed 
rather to suit the writers' preconceived 
idea of what Confucian teaching should 
be than as a record of historical fact.

It is high time that English tenders 
should have access to this remarkable 
work in a complete and handy form such 
as is provided in the World’s Classics. 
And tile late Professor Soothill's trans
lation, though somewhat lacking in the 
graces of style, is one that will at least 
[iass muster as reasonably accurate. Like 
other translations, of which I here have 
been not a few in various European lan
guages, it is of course primarily based on 
the epoch making version of Legge, first 
published as long ago as 1861. Ku Hung- 
rning’s Discourses and Sayings of Con
fucius, which aimed at correcting some 
of Legge’s too rigid terminology, follow
ed in 1.89S, and it is evident that Profes
sor Soothill was influenced in many 
points by this work as well. I am parti
cularly glad to see that " the single 
word" which Confucius thought. 
" might be adopted as a lifelong rule 
of conduct " is not translated here 
“ reciprocity." That was a mis
conception of Legge’s arising from 
the fact that Confucius immediately goes 
on to enunciate the Golden Pule (in its 
negative form); "Do not unto others 
what you would not they should do unto 
you." This word shu, as 1 once observed 
in another place, is almost, equivalent to 
fen, goodness of heart, only with the 
idea of altruism more explicitly brought 
out. It connotes sympathetic considera
tion for others, and hence the best, ren
dering would seem to be " loving-kind
ness" or “charity." On another 
occasion I he disciple Tseng Tzu summed 
up the Master’s teaching in two words, 
chung shu, i.e., loyalty to oneself and 
charity to one's neighbour. Soothill

The Analects, or The Cnnrrrsations of Ctinfuciics icilh his disci files and certain 
tithirs. as translated into English by William Eiiw.aup Soothill. '• Oxford University 
Press. 2s. 1
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renders this " Conscientiousness within 
and consideration for others," borrowing 
the lirst term from Ku Hung-ming and 
the second, perhaps, from myself. A few 
Other well -known passages may be quoted 
to give an idea of his quality as 
a translator : - Lin b'ang asked what 
was the child principle in observance of 
ritual. The Master answered : ‘ A
great question indeed 1 In ceremonies 
in general, it is better to be simple than 
lavish : and in the rites of mourning, 
heart-felt distress is better (han obser
vance of detail.' The Master said : 
’ Virtue never dwells alone ; it always 
has neighbours.' The Master said : 
‘ With coarse food to eat. water for 
drink, and a beat arm for a pillow, 
even in such a state I could hr happy, 
for wealth and honour obtained unwoith 
ily arc to me as a fleeting cloud.' 
Some one asked : ‘ What do you think, 
about the principle of rewarding mmity 
with kindness ? ' ’ With what. then, would 
you reward kindness ? ’ asked the 
Master. ‘ Reward enmity with just 
treatment, and kindness with kindness.' 
The Master said : 'Of all people, maids 
and servants are hardest to keep in vutir 
house. If you are friendly with them 
they lose their deference : if you are 
reserved with them they resent it.'

When Soot hill's translation v, as 
originally published at Shanghai in 191(1. 
it was accompanied by the Chini-si- text, 
with excerpts from Chu Hsi's commen
tary and from a number of previous 
translations. These have been omitted 
in the present issue, which is edited by 
Ins daughter Lady Hosie, hut other ire
ful features have been either retained 
or added : an essay on Confucius, a 
short chronology, an account of the db 
host-known disciples and other pet son
ages mentioned in the .'limL-f/s. brief 
explanatory notes, and an index of pa-

per names. The translation lias also 
been slightly trimmed arid polished here 
and there. Altogether, the editor has 
done her task well, though she. is some
what uncritical as to the relative value 
of her sources. The meeting between 
Confucius and Lao Tzu is now recog
nized as ¡lure legend. The. founder of 
Taoism is a very shadowy figure indecjl. 
and there is no justification al all for 
saying that he was “ versed in the in
duction of trance and the escape of the 
spirit from fleshly bonds through breath
ing." Such practices were common 
enough in the later Taoist school, but 
they are not mentioned in the Tao 
Ti Chio.g. With reference to Confucius’ 
grandson Chi. we are told that "Chi's 
son. Tzu Sm. bi came a pupil of the 
philosopher and disciple Tseng Tzu. and 
it was from Tseng Tzu that .... 
Mencius. . . .obtained Ins education." 
This is a sad muddle. Tzu fisu. the re
puted author of The Doth riiie of I he 
bhaii. is one and the same person as 
Cor'.fttcius’ grandson K'ung Chi ; and 
Mencius' date, given correctly as 372 
2S9 u. C.. makes it clear that, lie could 
not have obtained his education from 
Tseng Tzu. who was not less than 25 
when Confucius died in 479. Even Tzu 
Ssu must have been well over a hundred 
when Mencius was born. There is no 
reason to doubt the tradition that Men
cius owed the best part of his education 
to bis mother, a woman of exceptional 
character and ability. Several mistakes, 
too, are made in regard to proper names 

always a stumbling-block to the tyro 
in Chinese, and especially so in the Ana
lects. Thus Hui. Yu. and Shang are not 
the ^'.irnames but the personal names of 
Yen Yiian. Tzu Lu, and Tzu Hsia respec
tively. It is a pity that such avoidable 
blemishes should mar the production 
of a most attractive little volume.

Lioxim Guts
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The Key ed the Castle. By Marjorie 
Livingston. I Wright anti Brown, 
London. 7 s. lid. I

There is much that is really good in 
this story though ir may he called a 
psychic melodrama. It grips the 
reader's attention and the characters arc 
alive. With so mudi understanding of 
the human mind and heart it is a pity 
tirai the background of occultism 0:1 
which the story is woven should be at 
times so inaccurate. Space is too short 
to allow an analysis oi this asjwct of 
the bixik. The regrettable fact to a 
student of Eastern metaphysics and 
philosophy is that with such an evident 
longing towards the spiritual side of 
things Marjorie Livingston should have 
fallen (as so many hundreds at the 
present day! into the bog of pseudo
occultism ; the danger of such books is 
not so much in their absence of true 
knowledge as in their presentation of 
half truths. To give blit an instance : 
true it is that man's consciousness is 
active during the sleep of the body and 
that much ol our spiritual knowledge 
and experience belong to the state of 
consciousness vaguely known as dreams. 
'Lhe author utilizes this knowledge in an 
admirable way, yet conveys the impres
sion that such experiences take place in 
the astral body which detaches itself 

from the physical and wanders and acts. 
Though site is careful to explain, that 
this phenomenon relates to the LL fourth 
dimension ot space," yet she describes 
it as objective- m the sense that com
munication is possible between two 
people m this condition, and again 
objective inasmuch as these astral 
denizens can observe what is taking 
place in our prosaic three-dimensional 
world. Again, although Reincarnation 
is a fact in human evolution, and hence 
aflinities of past lives do assert them
selves in the present incarnation, it is 
not true in accordance with real occult
ism that souls pertaining to the 
opposite sexes must combine to form 
lhe pci feet "atom of consciousness.” 
The spiritual soul is in itself a complete 
unit of consciousness and its essence 
is above and independent of the per
sonality, and hence it cannot partake 
of the differentiation of sex.

Victor Steele's inner awakening through 
human suffering and disappointment, 
as well as that of his wife through 
human love, are creditably described 
and ¿(.serve praise. Marjorie Livingston 
may turn some day to the true teachings 
of the immemorial East, and find therein 
realities of which her facile pen and 
strong imagination can make good use.

lAui. i i :s

The Testament of Joad. By C, E. M. 
Joao. I Faber and Faber Ltd., London. 
8s. 6i/. 1

In this autobiographical volume Joad 
is the gadfly, like Socrates, to awaken 
his people from I heir thoughtlessness and 
indifference. lie begins by declaiing his 
adherence to (Leek and Chinese philoso
phy, and by relating how one side of his 
nature is strongly attracted to Confuci
anism, while the deeper side turns Io 
Taoism, We read, eagerly waiting for 
lhe development, of this “ spiritual 
vagrant," as he calls himself when 
following the latter way : but we arc 
disappointed, for he refrains from 
revealing much of this side of his life 
other than enlarging upon its idiosyn- 
cras'ies.

Joad refers to his belief in a 

suprament.al plane, lie writes sympathet
ically of telepathy and psychic powers 
and of his belief in the nature gods, and 
of an attractive mystic, " C ", ■ whose 
influence failed to bring forth the rev
elations we had anticipated. But i( is 
the gadfly which continues most in 
evidence. Me says :

Ii is been I i I think that pt-erple can be 
shamed, the! I go nut of my way to scold 
them. It is because 1 diink "that in the end 
they will bsti-n to mason, that I think it 
worth while to reason with diem. . It is
no! so much because men urn «icki'd as 
bi'caiise they are stupid, that the wotkl is 
as it is.

The criticisms range over many sub
jects : the indifference of the English 
to cooking. lhe indifference of the women, 
not only to such a vital matter, but also 
to their hard-won suffrage and their
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IXwits for world petite, of theii indiffer
ence io the terrible sufferitig involved in 
tile obtaining of furs and plumage. Much 
is made of the due effects of mncliitK-ry 
upon our lives, not only extunally upon 
natural beauty, but ns etwlavmg ;illd 
dulling effect psychologically considered.

Of evil, we read :
My reason Lelo me dial culamav and 

suffering have no purpose whelm;-: liuv 
are, 1 believe, just perl, oi llw evil of lbs 
universe. . . Lhe universe does coimiin rial, 
objective evil.

Eutely suffering dtns serve us in many 
ways, warning, purifying and developing 
sympathy and jxtwvts of endurance. 
Under “ C/s ’’ influence he writes of pam 
and evil differently :

I was suddenly made con sc ii ills that. llic-y 
were nor the whole truth, lbs: tm-y v.rti: 
not even till- pail of truth dial uilii.li.-icd. 
There was more in lib- than liic misery mid 
pain and wickedm-ss . . . And 'the mote’ 
was of such, infinitely greater importani.-e 
that ill perspective 'the liottblm <>: our 
proud and angry tins! ' sank into imigmli-

JTitr Dance. By E. Gu.miax! Ilowt-t. 
(Eaber and Eaber Ltd.. London. 7s. Idl. t

In this remarkable study of " die 
psychology of war,” Dr. I have unveils 
the springs of action as lyirg m-p with
in the attitude of the individual, and 
collectively. of organizations of tnd’vi'1- 
uals, towards Life. He shows " conflict 
to be at home within ourselves” Hence 
the hypocrisy of assuming " omniscient 
power and light to judge what is right 
for others." This assumption to put 
the other j>ersott rigid is “War" and 
reveals moral prejudice rmd di'torted 
judgment. All aggressiveness is war.

Dr. Howe does not jm.-sume to sit 
m judgment upon his brother man. 
because he is different. and differences 
have a right to be reqx-cted even in 
disagreement. He strikes al the 
"nettrosis of normality,” which destroys 
the very uniqueness of individuality.

On the subject of sex. Dr. Ilov.e 
expresses true chivalry ; a sane recogni
tion of the value of life "and the accep
tance of tilings as they arc.... There 
cannot be much jwace where sex is 
blamed as sin.... for it teaches a (alm 

cance . . , I lie essence n, rei igmtis 
experience -weins to me m <uii-,is.l in a kind 
lit kmiwledge. Es-mntially, 111 u .wer. the 
mystic mid 1 he mgc. i-s<i:unmly evi.-n lhe. 
common man in his momi.-m-s iif illumina
tion. know some-thing ; somi-tbmg, that is lo 
my. wnicli i-> not a kicl. abmiL themselves, 
but a tact about a world cxlvrnrii to them- 
selvi-n . . . thetr- is a reaitztition that our 
iiititna; l- diving is to bi- toimd not in this 
everyday world, but in the real world whose 
exim-im ri-lusion reveals.

.load writes on the Chinese Exhibition 
and speculates ott beauty. lie closes 
the volume with a chapter entitled ” The 
Author has Hopes of the Eut.ure."

Most, important ate his words 
concerning lhe terrors of present war
fare. We are informed of tile futility 
of gas masks ami the inadequacy of all 
preparations against air raids, and the 
appalling effects from various kinds of 
poisonous gasts. Only through the 
greatc-t co-operation, apparently, can 
Western civilization survive.

E. II. Bhewsikr

altitude to life."
He gibes at our avarice and the fallacy 

of hoarding. Life is constant motion, 
and citeolation is essential. Our acqui
sitiveness ” refuses to recognise the 
universal truth that all are. deeply one.” 
Life is power, and to take this power 
and make it our own by a complete’ 
acceptance of ii with the courage of 
certainty is io be master of it.

Dr. Howe incriminates al! masquerad
ing goodness, all self-righteousness and 
all attempts at advantage over others. 
Bui he implies that you cannot blind 
that " silent watcher " by " striving to 
preserve an unsmudged and unbroken 
shell of moral equanimity." He express
es the necessity for self-discipline. 
And Death is. to him. initiation into 
another phase of experience and new life.

In the last chapter on Wisdom the 
author reveals t.he secret of conquest in 
the ability to "let go.” the policy of de
tachment, the sovereignly of heart with 
sovereignty of head ; " Compassion,
seeing and feeling." It is to be t.he true 
Gentleman in all relationships : “one 
with arid amongst. " I

William H. Ratcliffe



CORRESPONDENCE

ANIMALS AM) lit .MAN'S
As a marked copy of yout July issue 

is scut to me, I assume thru the ' well 
kfLiwti woman novelist who lias recently 
espoused Communism,' the ’Commun
ist novelist ' referred to m Edmund B. 
d'Auvergne's. article, is myseli thmigli 
I could equally well he 'a prominent 
woman educationist.' indeed that desenp
tion might be mote accurate : or lus< 
inaccurate i since whereas i have 
written books on child psychology and 
education, 1 have never tit any time been 
a Communist, though I have tor years 
been an active member of that political 
party, the Independent Lalrour Party, 
which is now to the Left oi the- Com
munist Party.

I was on the platform some months 
ago when Emma Goldmtm win 
Anarchist i observed that English people 
as a whole have more feeling tor animals 
than for children ; I seem to recollect 
that that was the occasion Mr. d'Au
vergne refem to when a voice from the 
gallery asked about the tieaiment oi 
animals in Soviet Russia ■■ for Air. tt'Au- 
vergne's interest 1 would mention that 
the horses in the USSR arc in good con
dition, and one sees very ft w dogs, with 
the result that the stru.C are free of the 
lilth for winch dog^ arc responsible in 
other cit ies'.

I was also one oi the speakers at a 
literary debate when Air. Ralph Straus, 
the famous critic, made some remark 
about sloppiness where animals were 
concerned, and 1 seem to recollect that 
f endorsed that, remark, and that there 
wren.‘ some angry protests from the 
audience.

I should like to protest, however, at 
Mr. d’Auvergne s assumption that Left 
people In general, and myself, it would 
seem, in particular, do no! cate about 
kindness to animals ; speaking for my sell 
i feel very deeply about cruelty to 

animals ; subscribe to an ant i - cruel 
sports organisation, and as a young girl 
won prizes from the Ii. S. P, C, A. for 
essays against cruelty to animals. I have 
a great love for cals, a liking for horses, 
and I do not mind dogs, though 1 
strongly object to them in cities. What 
we whose tight is for better conditions 
for human beings object to is that an 
appeal for an animal cause, will invari
ably ■; amongst English people t, invoke 
a much bigger response than will a cause 
for human beings. 1 have not the cul
ling by me, unfortunately, but some 
recent statistics showed the enormous 
difference between the results of an 
appeal for sick animals and an appeal 
for some children's cause ; the children 
were nowhere in it 1 Similarly English 
people will express considerable sym
pathy for pit-ponies, and indignation 
concerning their working in the mines, 
whereas it never seems to occur to them 
that the men and lads, conscious of the 
risks they run t for a mere pittance of 
a wage; are far more to be pitied, and 
far greater cause for indignation and the 
necessity for ' something to be done 
about it.’

It is not against kindness to animals 
that we protest, but against the senti
mentality ex]tended on them, side by 
side with callousness concerning human 
wrongs. Let us of course treat animals 
decently, but surely our first care should 
be for suffering humanity, and animals 
take a secondary place ? The trouble 
with all too many English people ■ 
especially women, emotionally frustrated 
is that they make animals their first, cam, 
expending upon them an entirely dis- 
l>H>f><>rlio>iril<> amount, of sympathy and 
attention.

I should be obliged if you would print 
this reply to Mr. d'Auvergne's article, 
since it has been biought to my attention.

London Ethel Manmn



ENDS AND SAYINGS
Referring to a dream interpret at ion 

we print on p. 171 we must say this : 
that Dream->tate of human con
sciousness can teach a great deal to 
man is fully recognized in the ancient 
Esoteric Philosophy. But the 
dream-state has as many varieiie-- as 
the waking-state ; in the latter a 
man may vegetate, or be beastly, or 
be pursuing mental objects, and so 
on ; so also in the dream-state. 
Therefore there are numéro us kinds 
of dreams : Digestion dreams, brum 
dreams, memory dreams, mechanical 
visions, as well as warning and alle
gorical and prophetic, drcams. That 
which is entirely fewiz incognita 
for modern science are the real 
dreams and experiences of the higher 
Ego ; the nature and function of 
real dreams cannot be understood 
unless we admit the existence of an 
immortal Ego in mortal man, the 
former living his own life when the 
body is asleep ; and its corollary 
the existence of an astral body within 
the physical. It i~ unwise, however, to 
get. others to interpret our dreams : 
Every dreaming Ego differs from 
every other, as our physical bodies do 
and the method by which each Ego 
handles its brain-mind is peculiar to 
itsell, The Ego communicates ideas 
and experience by means of pictures. 
Most people, upon awakening, lind 
a great hindrance in the ordinary 
terms of speech and thought when 
they attempt to interpret a real 
dream ; they fail because first, they 
do not possess adequate knowledge 
of the human constitution, and 
second, their physiological nature is 

not pure enough to work in harmony 
with their psycho-spiritual nature. 
The only way in which we can benefit 
from our dream-state is by makiirg 
oumelves porous, so to speak, to the 
influences from the Inner Ego and by 
living and thinking in such a manner 
as will be most likely to bring about 
the aim of the soul. Virtue and 
knowledge are the mean,', to this 
porosity ; vices and the passions 
eternally becloud our perception of 
the meaning of what the Ego tries 
to tell us. This is one of the reasons 
why the sages inculcate virtue. 
Is it not plain that, if the vicious 
could accomplish the translation of 
the Ego's language, they would have 
done it. long ago, and is it not known 
to u> all that only among the 
virtuous can the Sages be found?

We recommend the study of 
the following (It Appendix on 
“ Dreams " in the Transactions of 
the Blavatsky Lodge by IL P. 
Blavatsky: (2) Dreams by H, P. 
Biavat-ky and W. Q. Judge (U. L. 
T. Pamphlet Xo. Hi ; “Sleep and 
Dreams” in 77m Friendly Philoso
pher by Robert Crosbie.

With deep regret we chronicle the 
death of Prof. A. V. Williams Jack
son. one of the earliest friends of Tim 
Aryan Path. In our very first issue 
he wrote a fascinating study on the 
name of this journal. After the 
fashion of the Zoroastrians whose 
religion he so ably served, we say-- ■

Salutatiems to the Fravershi oi
Abraham Valentine Williams Jackson


